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ABSTRACT 

 
The subject of this thesis is an investigation on an intelligent building skin that 

improves cross-ventilation (natural) through an embodied space. Intelligent 

refers to a composite system that either responds to an external energy or a 

system that can be manipulated and fabricated through a bio-mimetic process. 

Precedent building skin systems examined in this research provide various 

technical approaches used to ventilate the building as a "ventilative" device; a 

means to filter or circulate fresh air from one space to the other. A 

"mechanical" system will be integrated into a material, controlling possible 

aperture movements for element (light and/or air) absorption and transmission. 

The exact configuration will be determined based on the study of biomimicry in 

plants; which inherits a structure and circulatory system known as the study of 

morpho-ecogenetics. The aim of this work is to synthesize a membrane with a 

reinforced mechanical device to influence an aperture operation (open and 

close) that could be applied to both an external and internal skin of a facade. 

The term "skin" refers to a light membrane composite that is transparent and 

malleable and acts as a protective barrier to an interiorly occupied space. The 

design research will include several test phases that examine the material 

properties, structure, and applicability when methods such as mechanical, 

operational, and morphology are integrated. 

 
Keywords: building façade, intelligent building skin, and morphologies, 
morpho-ecogenetic, ecologies, and mechanical properties, polyurethane. 
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Discussion of the Problem 

The phenomenal idea of integrating nature into design and functional 

applications has become a universal trademark to most applied systems in 

sustainability from architecture, product design, business and grass roots 

organizations, to establish a connection between social, political, and 

technical disciplines. In a sense, this notion of ”nature” integration has 

initiated a conversation between disciplines to act on principles that deliver 

innovative ideas such as solar, wind, recycling, and smart materials. 

However, in today's market, conserving and using "only what you need"

models have had a "standardized" impact on influencing change in a 

consumer-based society, because the economy is rooted on a user's wants 

and trends. This market trend does not focus on the idea of “consuming less”, 

rather it focuses on consuming more at one’s disposal, and discarding it once 

it’s old, unpopular, or has no functional use or value. 

In the perspective of design, nature has found its way into the vernacularity of 

architecture through the methods of technical, structure, and design concepts. 

However, architecture continues to have a negative impact on the natural 

environment, even greater than the automobile. While the car or plane emits 

a black footprint through carbon exhaust, buildings consume more finite 
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resources for occupancy, operation, and maintenance; consuming more than 

40% of a nation's energy.1 Buildings, in a sense, need to change in design 

and function, and inherit a "living organisms" concept, where a building 

responds to the environment as a "breathable" structure to minimizes waste 

disposal. Nature and its unique systems should be a driving composite in 

architectural design to promote sustainable solutions and enhance building 

overall performance, structure, material, and design.  

 

The concept of a "living organism" in architecture has several integrative 

approaches to design as an aesthetic device to an internal constructive 

method. Due to the complexities and various methods that could be 

measured and defined, this research will focus on one component that 

enhances the building envelope performance. That performance is the 

ventilation process of double facades, their types, and case studies that 

determine their strengths and limitations. Currently, double facades require an 

excessive amount of energy to fabricate, assemble, and operate in order to 

transmit light and air into an interior embodied space. Most double facades 

require complex mechanical devices to operate the system, which in turn, 

would require additional maintenance that a manual facade would not. Over 

time, the double facade has helped improved building performance but has 

lacked a composition that can be simplified as a responsive skin with fewer 

moving parts. The hypothesis of this research is that a double facade can be 

																																																								
1	Architecture	2030.	(2011).	Architecture	2030	organization.	Retrieved	2011,	from	Archtiecture	2030	web	site:	
http://www.architecture2030.org	
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composed of a smart material that is light weight, transparent, and flexible for 

the skin and incorporate a mechanical device that will eliminate most complex 

moving parts into one device that controls the movement, aperture, and 

thermal comfort of the building. Through several experiments, the 

investigation of developing a potential membrane and operative system is the 

aim, not to design a double facade, but research possible materials and 

mechanical operations that could be use in further design applications and 

developments. 

 

1.2 Goals and Objectives 

1.2.1 Goal 
 
The goal of this research is to provide collective data that could be 

implemented into a new facade type that is self-sufficient, responsive, flexible, 

and ventilative. The research will develop several membrane types with 

different mechanical systems that could enhance the double facade concept 

and building envelope. These goals will be defined by the following objective: 

 

 Explore and test polyurethane raw material as a potential 

candidate for building skin facade. Testing phase will include 

mold casting, stress testing, and delivering results. 

 Define and test similar materials with an increased elasticity and 

durability and/or blending polyurethane into the mix, while 

synthesizing an aperture system that replaces dampers.  
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 Investigate shape memory alloys and magnetic forces that 

influence membrane and aperture movement to minimize and/or 

eliminate complex mechanical devices.  

 Determine if each experiment is a valued source for membrane 

and mechanical application that could be used to fabricate as a 

double facade.  

 

1.2.2 Objective 
 
The main objective of this research is divided into two primary categories; (1) 

the background research of double facades, precedents, biommicry, and 

generative patterns and (2) the design research in membrane assembly, 

material science, and fabrication with mechanical systems, tested in four 

experiments. 

 

In the first section of Background Research, "Double Facades," are explore 

and defined in constructive and operational models that enhance the building 

envelop. Concepts are defined into several components where each one is 

indentified and analyzed. Facades are categorized into operational groups 

that describe the process of ventilation through the skin, cavity, and skin 

again. 

 

A wide range of physical and mechanical systems defined in each double 

facade reveals multiple variations or solutions that address the building’s 

needs from that specific location. Although double facades have matured 
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from 1903 in the Steiff Factory in Giengen, Germany till now, they all share 

commonalities from structural and material, to operative control; controlling 

external environmental forces from entering the interior. The investigation 

begins with a definition of double facade, how it functions, and what materials 

were used. Then the types of facades are introduced from a historical account 

to performance in strength, materiality, and operation.2  

 

In the next section, "Precedents," building typologies are divided into four 

categories, mechanical and complex, kinetic, natural, and breathable 

systems. Buildings are examined by their structural, material, and 

performance with response to its natural environment. The examination of 

materials is essential in understanding how a building's performance can 

improve in any climate with the use of a double facade. This section 

continues to explore material typologies in a constructive, structural, and 

naturalistic approach to an innovative responsive device (e.g. smart 

materials). Performance emerges as a method to support the facade's 

function to improve cross-ventilation, natural daylight, and perceptive views.  

 

In the search for a naturalistic performance and structure, the study of nature 

through the micro and macro perspectives is the aim here, known as 

biomimicry. Biomimicry is the mimic study of living organisms' functions and 

process of development and growth that is translated into a technical process 

																																																								
2	Poirazis,	H.	(2006).	Double	skin	facades.	Lund	University,	Department	of	Architecture	and	Built	Environment.	Sweden:	
Lund	Institute	of	Technology.	p.29.	
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in architecture, specifically the ventilative building skin. Plants posses unique 

characteristics that help transform its seed into a plant through chemical and 

physical changes that ignite growth known as metabolism. "Metabolism refers 

to all energy transformations, the sum of the complex chemical and physical 

changes."3 The process of growth is fundamental to understanding how 

nature determines size, growth, orientations, and performance. This 

investigation also takes into account the behavioral patterns of certain parts of 

the plant, like the meristem, as it emerges from the soil into a full grown adult. 

This research will give clues to architects and engineers how to mimic nature 

with a structure that establishes connection to the environment while adapting 

to external forces. Such examples include light because it is a vital source of 

food for plant, transmitting a mechanical and chemical response that will 

expel oxygen as waste for mammals to breath known, as photosynthesis.  

 

Photosynthesis is, fundamentally, the most important functional process for all 

photosynthetic organisms from algae to trees, regardless of their size or 

footprint. This section explores the contributing factors to photosynthesis, its 

relationship to energy as a food source, and the process as it travels from the 

stomata, through the leaf, and finally to the core of the plant.  The stomata will 

become the primary focus of this section because it is the one part of the 

plant that takes in carbon dioxide and water, while expelling oxygen for every 

mammal and reptile to breath. The stomata are the primary concern in the 

																																																								
3	Hensel,	M.,	Menges,	A.,	&	Weinstock,	M.	(2004).	Emergence:	morphogenetic	design	strategies.	London:	Wiley‐Academy.	
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attempt to mimic its natural movement that could be applied as an aperture 

along a surface.  

 

In "Generative Patterns," organization of forms (apertures) in math, nature, 

and architecture will drive the design in both aesthetic and operative systems 

in the project. Patterns play a vital role in our lives from the things we see, 

touch, and feel to the very existence of all living things. This section will 

understand how patterns make a contribution to plant growth from process of 

food and structure. In math, the orientation of randomization to the 

geometrical evolution from triangle to hexagonal to clusters. In architecture, 

how patterns have been used as an aesthetic appeal to the recent 

developments in structure and kinetic facades.  The study of patterns gives 

insight to organization of naturalistic and engineering nodes. The section 

explores how patterns continue to evolve from primitive to complex, from 

design to structure, performance to maintenance, and then from products to 

architecture.  

 

In the second phase of this research, the process of experimentation of 

materials, shape memory alloys (SMAs), and apertures are investigated in the 

Design Research sections. This section is divided into two groups; (1) 

Emerging Materials, where polyurethane is the primary investigated material 

as a basis of membrane development and (2) the Experiments attempts to 
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synthesize a membrane and aperture that could be used as an exterior and/or 

interior skin of a ventilative (double) facade. 

 

"Emerging Materials" is an explorative view of new and old materials that 

could mimic nature's operative and responsive systems. In this section, the 

study of strength, performance, stability, and functionality in materials 

challenges current methods of construction for a building facade. Retaining 

recent accounts of double-facades and membranes (skin and structures) 

establishes a governed rule for design and fabrication. Performance is 

essential for this research because it is one attempt to design and mimic 

nature's process of growth through the stomata and other pattern generative 

forms. Several materials are explored primarily for strength and flexibility 

while regarding thermal and material properties for overall building 

performance.  

 

In the "Experiments" section, a series of test phases are conducted to explore 

the potential membrane systems using flexible materials with SMAs to 

manipulate the surface and aperture movement. The idea to this ventilative 

facade is to design a system that will respond to nature (light and/or air) that 

promotes two things; light and air passage through a controlled system and 

permit surface and aperture movement with minimal mechanical devices. The 

design includes conceptual processes of morphology, elements of 

precedents, and performance in materials. The actual pattern configuration is 
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determined based on the fundamentals discussed in patterns of mathematics, 

nature, and architecture. Patterns will determine aperture, structure, and 

fabrication configurations. 
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CHAPTER II 

BACKGROUND RESEARCH 

2.1 Double Facades 
 
Buildings are composed of several  similar components that function as a 

whole including the foundation, structure, floor plates, roof, core, egress, and 

a facade. The facade, an external building skin that protects the interior while 

exposing its identity. A double facade is a primary sufficient method of natural 

cross ventilation through a building is because it allows air and light to 

circulate a volume. A primitive hut in Africa provides thermal comfort due  to 

its structure of mud walls and twig roof insulating the interior from extreme 

heat conditions but lacks natural light. On the other hand, a green  house has 

the ability to retain high thermal value and expel UV rays but has output low 

comfort because of its resistance of air transference and its single pane light-

weight construction. This idea of an ideal comfort zone through the use of 

cross ventilation and day-lighting is explored as a medium of the two 

opposing spectrums known as a double facade. What is a double facade? 

How do they contribute to occupant comfort? What is the methodological 

process to develop a double facade? How can this system permit occupants 

to control their  thermal comfort specifically to their needs? Once determined, 

the understanding  of double facade can further advance the technical and 

structural process of this research in the design of a kinetic facade type. 
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2.1.1 Define Double Facade 
 
A double facade involves an eclectic of systems that act as similar to the 

human skin, protecting the interior spatial volume. This exterior skin acts as a 

barrier from the exterior elements from entering the interior while permitting 

light and fresh air to circulate through the interior space. The human skin is 

made up of several layers (dermis and epidermis) that function as a whole to 

protect the body's organs and structure from diseases and such. The skin, 

similar to the human body acts as a responsive system in that it is made up of 

layers and "apertures" that allow certain "nutrients" to enter the body. Our skin 

has two major layers, the epidermis and dermis, each functioning to absorb 

certain UV rays and nutrients for our bodies to trap such as moisture to 

stabilize and protect the entire body. The double facade acts in a similar way 

where the exterior skin has openings to allow fresh air in through the cavity, 

called dampers. As air travels through the cavity, the filtration process begins, 

permitting air through the interior skin at controlled speeds. This process 

prevents thermal conditions from escaping, generated from mechanical 

devices as a regulated system. The facade merely helps relieve pressure 

from the HVAC system to act as a barrier so that the interior environment can 

be controlled.  

 

The term facade comes from the French, meaning frontage or face. In 

architecture, it is the visual representation of a building's identity, aesthetics, 

and skin that distinguishes itself from other buildings, incorporating details 
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and elements unique to that design. As early as 1903, the Steiff Factory in 

Geiger, Germany, the first case study of a double facade was used to 

maximize day-lighting during winter months as a curtain wall system. The skin 

composed of wood construction with glass panes installed. Originally at three 

stories tall, two more were added, allowing the double skin system to expand. 

The double facade requires certain components for maximizing results for 

interior thermal comfort. These components are examined in more detail in 

the following section that define the operation and concepts of a double 

facade. The term itself has multiple descriptions used by architects, 

engineers, consultants, and designers alike. According to the Literature 

review by Harris Poirazis, several thoughts are discussed to describe and 

define a double facade system. The first description describes a double 

facade as two separate skin systems that operate as a whole to control 

thermal conditions. The system is "...essentially a pair of glass 'skins' 

separated by an air corridor. The main layer of glass is usually insulating. The 

air space between the layers of glass acts as insulation against temperature 

extremes, winds, and sound. Sun-shading devices are often located between 

the two skins. All elements can be arranged differently into numbers of 

permutation and combinations of both solid and diaphanous membranes.'4 

 

Another definitive idea is "...a pair of glass skins separated by an air corridor 

(also called cavity or intermediate space) ranging in width from 20cm to 

																																																								
4	Poirazis,	H.	(2006).	Double	skin	facades.	Lund	University,	Department	of	Architecture	and	Built	Environment.	Sweden:	
Lund	Institute	of	Technology.	p	24.	
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several meters. The glass skins may stretch over an entire structure or a 

portion of it. The main layer of glass, usually insulating severs as part of a 

conventional structural wall or a curtain wall, while the additional layer, usually 

single glazing, is placed either in front of or behind the main glazing. The 

layers make the air space between them work to the building's advantage 

primarily as insulation against temperature extremes and sound. " On the 

other hand, a double facade is described as a "...second skin facade is an 

additional building envelope installed over the existing facade. This additional 

facade is mainly transparent. The new space between the second skin and 

the original facade is a buffer zone that serves to insulate the building. This 

buffer space may also be heated by solar radiation, depending on the 

orientation of the facade. For south oriented systems, this solar heated air is 

used for heating purposes in the winter time. It must be vented in order to 

prevent overheating in other periods." 5  

 

All three determine the functional and operational use of a double facade that 

enhances thermal conditions and in some locations the cross ventilation. The 

defined statements only regard a double facade as a single, double, or triple 

glass paned skins that are either installed as a module or one complete 

system. The term is ideal for most building types as a layering system, but 

limits the use of material exploration for the skin membrane. This research is 

																																																								
5	Poirazis,	H.	(2006).	Double	skin	facades.	Lund	University,	Department	of	Architecture	and	Built	Environment.	Sweden:	
Lund	Institute	of	Technology.	p	25	
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focused on the concept of the double facade as a driving layering device for 

cross ventilation as a primary and thermal as the secondary component. 

 

2.1.2 Components 
 
Double facades have been termed as a light-weight skin structure that 

respond to environmental conditions, either a mechanical or manual devices 

but sometimes lack the efficiency of a thermal barrier due to the nature of the 

material properties (glass and steel) and accrue high maintenance costs. This 

is due to the lack of an understanding of the function of a facade as a whole 

to its kit-of-parts. This next section will explore the concept of a double facade 

as a functional device with its kit-of-parts that promote cross ventilation and 

thermal insulation.  

 

According to the Belgian Building Research Institute (BBRI (2002)), the 

description of a double facade includes layers that act individually to the sum 

of the whole in the following summation, exterior glazing, interior glazing, and 

cavity: 

 

 "Exterior Glazing: Usually it is a hardened single glazing. This 

exterior facade can be fully glazed. 

 Interior glazing: Insulating double glazing unit (clear, low E 

coating, solar control glazing, etc can be used). Almost always 

this layer is not completely glazed.  
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 The air cavity between the two panes. It can be totally natural, 

fan supported or mechanically ventilated. The width of the cavity 

can vary as a function of the applied concept between 200mm 

to more than 2m. This width influence the way that the facade is 

maintained.  

 The interior window can be opened by the used. This may allow 

natural ventilation of the offices.  

 Automatically controlled solar shading is integrated inside the air 

cavity.  

 As a function of the facade concept and of the glazing type, 

heating radiators can be installed next to the facade."6 

In their later revision of the Ventilated Double Facade report of 2004, there 

are three criteria's they identified for ventilation systems that this research will 

focus; the natural, mechanical, and mix-mode. "The first distinction is between 

the types of ventilation. Natural ventilation relies primarily on stack effect for 

air movement, but also pressure differences created by wind...Mechanical 

ventilation requires that the building envelope be carefully sealed and 

monitored...Mixed mode is most popular amongst the types...it requires a 

complex, centralized environmental management system which can switch 

the facade's components from natural mode to mechanical mode depending 

																																																								
6	Poirazis,	H.	(2006).	Double	skin	facades.	Lund	University,	Department	of	Architecture	and	Built	Environment.	Sweden:	
Lund	Institute	of	Technology.	pp.25‐26.	
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on climate and user need." 7 A stack effect is the process where air is 

pressured from the base to the top. Air rises  as it meets with new or 

compressed hot air, increase insulation. The three ventilation types are 

identified in the precedent section as the basis for the membrane, structure, 

and air circulation in the ventilative (kinetic) facade. 

 

2.1.3 Concepts 
 
Based on the current findings and the descriptions, the  structural concept 

and functional process of this system concerns itself with few key 

components; operation, ventilation, and construction (materials, structure, and 

cavity). Each system determines its functional values as a separate device 

but relies on the other to act as a single volume. The components are 

described in detail below. 

 

The operation is the process of an operable device that drives the mechanical 

or natural systems to filter cross-ventilation. A double facade is composed of 

two skins, exterior and interior. Between the skins is a cavity, the body of the 

system that determines the ratio of thermal insulation. In some cases, a 

double facade system may have manual devices where the user can 

manipulate the controls to navigate light and air flow accordingly. This system 

requires very little maintenance but it is limited to component installation 

orientation and operation due to its material and structure. Mechanical 

devices like the cavity vacuums and dampers maximize skin control that 

																																																								
7	Innovative	Building	Skins:	Double	Glass	Wall	Ventilated	Facade	by	Allen	Barkkume	p.	
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enhance light and air flow based on certain mathematical parameters. A 

damper is an opening on the facade surface or membrane that operates in an 

open and close linear direction, drawing in fresh air and expelling hot air. 

Jean Nouvel's Arab d'Institute, for example, has a double facade with 

mechanical system composed of several thousands of actuators/apertures, 

except this system ventilates light, not air. The mechanical system is 

controlled by sensors that respond to UV ray intensity displacing light at 

different angles and illuminating certain areas of the space.  

 

The ventilation concept involves three elements of a double facade; the 

exterior skin, cavity, and interior skin. All three determine how the ventilation 

will transfer, improving indoor circulation, thermal comfort, and natural 

daylight (reducing energy consumption). In most projects, the system is 

composed of a fixated exterior skin made of a single or double pane glass 

with dampers between each floor interval. The glass may have a light 

resistant value while providing enough daylight during optimum solar radiation 

periods (the sun). The interior has more flexibility for operable systems so that 

the occupant can have control, opening the apertures to navigate ventilation 

(light and air). The cavity between these two parts is the determinate factor of 

thermal comfort for the exchange of heat and cool air in a stacked effect.  

 

Categories will be established to determine the requirement of the cavity's 

construction type that maximize ventilation. Some construction types require 
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the cavity to be air tight to prevent heat loss during the winter while others to 

be well ventilated to promote easy ventilation through the use of dampers on 

the exterior. For example, "...when solar radiation is high, the facade cavity 

has to be well ventilated, to prevent overheating. The key criteria here are the 

width of the cavity and the size of the ventilation opening in the outer skin. 

The air change between the environment and the cavity is dependent on the 

wind pressure conditions on the building's skin, the stack effect and the 

discharge coefficient of the openings. These vents can either be left open all 

the time (passive systems), or opened by hand or by machine (active 

system). Active systems are very complicated and therefore expensive in 

terms of construction and maintenance."  While the cavity dimension is 

determined early on in the design phase, the operation and construction 

requires careful and precise detail to manifest the exchange of air flow. 8 

 

The next phase of the conceptual development of a double facade is the 

construction. The construction is referred to the material and structure 

assembly as a component and the curtain wall. In general, a double facade 

must consist at least of two skins and one cavity that can be manually or 

mechanically driven to respond to the dynamic environment conditions. 

According to Poirazis, a construction assembly consists of " a single exterior 

of heat-strengthened safety glass or laminated safety glass, with exterior air 

inlet and outlet controlled with manual or automatic throttling flaps. The 

																																																								
8	Poirazis,	H.	(2006).	Double	skin	facades.	Lund	University,	Department	of	Architecture	and	Built	Environment.	Sweden:	
Lund	Institute	of	Technology.	p.27.	
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second interior facade layer consists of fixed or operable, double or single-

pane, casement or hopper windows. Within the intermediate space are 

retractable or fixed binds or roller shades, whose operation can be manual or 

automated. During cooling conditions, the blinds cover the full height of the 

facade and are tilted to block direct sun. Absorbed solar radiation is either 

convected within the intermediate space or re-radiation to the interior and 

exterior. Low-emittance coating on the interior glass facade reduce radiative 

heat gains to the interior. If operable, the interior windows are closed. 

Convection within the intermediate cavity occurs either through thermal 

buoyancy or is wind driven. In some cases, mechanical ventilation is used to 

extract heat."9  

 

The construction or cavity is essential the body of the double facade in that it 

control or acts as the regulator of air ventilation. The interior structure of the 

cavity can consist of multiple moving layers to filter air movement as it rises in 

the stack effect. The exchange of air through the dampers or other means of 

apertures must be oriented on the facade to control the variance of air travel 

to sustain a regulated speed without decreasing thermal comfort. In most 

facades, dampers are used to control this flow of air either at the base of each 

level or at the roof line. Either way, the cavity's body and dimension are 

calculated to extract the right amount of air at any given moment.  

 

																																																								
9	Poirazis,	H.	(2006).	Double	skin	facades.	Lund	University,	Department	of	Architecture	and	Built	Environment.	Sweden:	
Lund	Institute	of	Technology.	pp.28‐29.	
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2.1.4 Facade Types 
 
There are several types of facades 

Exterior Control Facade: Where the facade extends the entire height of the 

building. This is not a box frame structure where the horizontal planes 

separate each level, it is one single complete facade structure that begins at 

ground level to the full height of the building. The only means of natural 

ventilation through the cavity is exposed at ground level where air rises and 

enters the volume by means of damper located on the interior facade at the 

ceiling. In some cases, a single controlled facade will have dampers at each 

level on the exterior and interior. The important thing to note is that the 

exterior facade is fixated with limited ventilation permeance. The air supply is 

controlled in the cavity to flow in an upward direction and during cooler 

conditions, the cavity will act as a thermal conduct.  

 
Figure 2.1.4a,	Double	facade	with	controlled	air	flow	in	the	cavity.	
	Poirazis,	H.	(2006).	Double	skin	facades.	Lund	University,	Depar‐	
tment	of	Architecture	and	Built	Environment.	Sweden:	Lund	Ins‐	
titute	of	Technology.	p53. 
 
Single Control Facade: Similar to the Exterior control facade, the skin 

structure extends the full height of the building. It does not inherent a box-like 
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frame nor is the exterior flexible with multiple dampers. The difference is that 

there is only one means of circulation of air through the cavity located at the 

base of the system. There are no dampers located at each level, only one. At 

the end of the system (top), air travels through the cavity where it is exposed 

to the natural elements. Because there is only one opening for air to flow, it is 

impossible to control the air flow through the cavity and to argue a means of 

thermal comfort during the summer. However, during the winter as solar 

radiation permeates the system, the air in the cavity will begin to heat up, 

causing a thermal barrier, helping to keep the interior warmer.  

 

 
Figure 2.1.4b,	Double	facade	with	uncontrolled	air	flow	in		
the	cavity.	Poirazis,	H.	(2006).	Double	skin	facades.	Lund		
University,	Department	of	Architecture	and	Built	Enviro‐	
nment.	Sweden:	Lund	Institute	of	Technology.	p54. 
 
 
Double Control Facade: Combination of the previous  examples, where the 

facade system extends the full height of the building. The difference here is 

that there may be multiple openings along the exterior and interior facade to 

exchange the process of cool to hot air on both the sides of the facade. The 

air will continue to rise in the cavity and enter through the damper at the 
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upper end of interior facade near the ceiling at each level. The exterior 

glazing system will have the ability to absorb more heat, trapping it inside the 

cavity allowing for maximum thermal comfort during winter months. The 

interior skin has a low-e rating to limit the radiation from permitting the facade. 

 

 
Figure 2.1.4c,	Double	facade	with	open	junctions	in	each	floor.		
Poirazis,	H.	(2006).	Double	skin	facades.	Lund	University,	Dep‐	
artment	of	Architecture	and	Built	Environment.	Sweden:	Lund		
Institute	of	Technology.	p54. 
 
 
 
Module Double Facade:  The last facade type is the combination of the 

previous three with similar ventilation systems except with more control. The 

double facade is not a single unit extending from the ground to the full height 

of the building. It follows a box-like structure system where the facade is 

divided by each level making this a module system. At each interval, there are 

either dampers, vents, or filters that separate the system. The individual 

system allows more control of the air circulation through the dampers. The 

occupants have the ability to control the flow of air to and from the exterior, 

cavity, and interior portions of the skin. The structure system also improves 

fire rating and enhances thermal comfort for each level to their occupant's 
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desired needs. For fire resistance, the box-like structure limits the spread of a 

fire by cap off the area and limiting the degree of smoke and toxic chemical at 

per level. The thermal comfort is enhanced because of the previous functions 

stated and the flexibility of the dampers location at both near the floor and 

ceiling areas. Cool air can transmit from the lower level, pushing the warmer 

air to the ceiling, pushing the through the damper and out through the exterior 

facade.   

  
Figure 2.1.4d,	Double	facade	with	each	storey	is	separated.	Poirazis,		
H.	(2006).	Double	skin	facades.	Lund	University,	Department	of	Ar‐	
chitecture	and	Built	Environment.	Sweden:	Lund	Institute	of	Tech‐	
nology.	p55. 
 
 
All three types demonstrate a similar ventilation process where air can flow 

through the cavity by the use of an external aperture or damper. Depending 

on the structural makeup of the cavity, air has a tendency to flow in an upright 

direction and exit through an available opening. The cavity in this case 

functions as the core of the double facade that ventilates air throughout the 

skin and building. The chart below illustrates the various types of double-

facade with their benefits. These benefits are important to idealize because 
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they will become the determining factor in the "kinetic" facade assembly in the 

development stage.  

 

 
Figure 2.1.4e,	Types	of	double	facades.	Poirazis, H. (2006). Double skin facades. Lund University, Department of 
Architecture and Built Environment. Sweden: Lund Institute of Technology. p.121. 
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2.1.5 Conclusions 
 
To conclude this section, the general term, double facade in the building 

context refers to an external multi-layer skin that protects the interior spatial 

volume. This light-weight construction relies on a variety of systems to control 

the level of comfort on the interior from the exterior. Although these structure 

members can vary from a rigid steel-like system to a more light-weight 

structure, they all rely on the stack effect where air travels from the base and 

up through the cavity until is it exhausted. There are several types of double 

facades with each facilitating a different means of ventilation for both light and 

air.  Their types or typologies are categorized with structure, material, and 

operation in mind into the following;  single, double, and module double 

facade. Their categories determine certain variables such as ventilation, 

operation, maintenance, and safety that have a direct impact on the overall 

performance of the building.  

 

Double facades have the potential to enhance building performance in 

conservation of energy, directing natural day-light, and controlling thermal 

comfort. The determinate factor of all three cases must incorporate a system 

that caters to the building height, location, orientation, and occupant's needs 

according to the interior and exterior environment. With these systems in 

mind, the development of the skin can take on its role as a protecting barrier 

of structure much like our skin does to our body. It can stabilize thermal 

conditions while providing enough natural day-light with little to no cost to the 
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owner. The next step in this research is incorporating the fundamental 

concepts of double facades as a responsive system that explore new 

materials other than the typical single, double, and triple glazing. To develop 

a lightweight structure with minimal structure and moving parts where the skin 

becomes the aggregate assembly and the host of the facade while operating 

in response to the changes in the environment. 

 
 

2.2 Precedents  
 
The emphasis on increasing investigations of natural systems integrated into 

building structures involves a complex system that improves ventilations 

contingencies. “In natural systems most sensing, decision making and 

reactions are entirely local, and global behavior is the product of local 

actions…”given the parameter of the building envelope and it’s mechanical 

elements.10 We know that most buildings today and for the past 30 years, try 

to mimic naturalistic systems through their mechanical operations, but are 

limited to their internal structures and the core of the envelope. Although it 

may have been perceived to be the optimum path to fixate; external 

conditions continue to change from building to structure, social to interaction, 

interior to exterior, technical to design, and so on. With these in mind, the 

driving force of techniques or methodologies can alter the system from a 

complex to a simple form, operated by the occupant’s settings and provide 

adequate comfort and operable conditions for the entire building.  

																																																								
10	Hensel,	M.,	Menges,	A.,	&	Weinstock,	M.	(2004).	Emergence:	morphogenetic	design	strategies.	London:	Wiley‐Academy.	
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This section will focus on precedent studies that illustrate possible solutions to 

suggest the idea of ventilation strategies through innovative techniques for 

maximum ventilation. Possible solutions include natural, mechanical, the 

combination of the two,'mixed-mode, and kinetic. 11 The first of the 

“mechanical driven” series is the Arab Institute de Monde by Jean Nouvel in 

his ability to mimic the operable transition of light from one spectrum of the 

facade to another, like an aperture of a camera or an iris. From transition to 

communication from one building to another, the FLARE project by STAAB 

Architects explores potential communicative devices that allow the building 

façade to respond to its environmental condition with the possibility of data 

transferability to its neighboring structure. The next exploration is the idea of a 

“Living City” where one façade has the potential to react through variable 

degrees of communication and ventilation that move according to the public 

domain’s stability. In the search for manufactured devices that not only 

operate by environmental conditions but also transmit energetic forces from 

the external to internal arena, the CF: Responsive Kinetic Façade 

investigates material and environment systems that influence the “flexible 

skin” to move by a direct integration of nature’s design and simple mechanical 

techniques. 

 

																																																								
11	Holmes,	Michael,	Arup	Research	and	Development	(2004).	Hybrid	Ventilation	Systems.	London:	ARUP.	
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In the natural ventilation case studies, two buildings demonstrate non-

mechanical moves with limited manual manipulation. The Gateway, design in 

1970, is a adaptive comfort type where the occupied spaces control the 

amount of thermal comfort through ceiling heights. In the Eastgate House, the 

concept of an ant mound, where thermal transition occurs at the bottom and 

transcends through the vents.  

 

2.2.1 Natural systems 
 
In the introduction to a “natural” ventilation approach, the design strategy is 

dependent on several key factors for success. One key element is the 

transfer of cool and warm air where applicable. The integration of materials 

into the building skin and structure help maintain the building envelope at a 

desired temperature when all things work together. Another is the form of 

devices that shed the building from the sun or bring the light in. Another 

element is the ability to displace the hot air but increasing ceiling heights or 

installing chillers. All possible scenarios provide adequate controllability of 

ventilation without the use of the HVAC system.  

 

2.2.1a Gateway 2 | ARUP Associate 
 
In the Gateway 2 project of 1970, designers maximized the use of natural 

ventilation with few means of mechanical devices. One issue of design was 

the climate; filtering the cool air at night while exchanging the heat from the 

structure. The project implemented two systems; the conventional mixed 

system and passive cooling. The conventional mixed system displaces the 
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heat from the structure, integrating controls and certain fabrics. The higher 

the ceilings, the easier the load for diffusing applicability. In the case of 

passive cooling, chilled ceilings with water pipes would transport cool water 

and remove heat during transformation. This system provides a low-economic 

solution where windows alone cannot do the job. The purpose of this project 

was to introduce a system that required low energy input for maximum 

retention.  

 

Designers followed the Fanger comfort model as a means for thermal comfort 

in a condition of variable environmental conditions. The model illustrates the 

levels of comfort when certain conditions are applied with variable airspeeds 

and temperature. The concept of adaptive comfort is illustrated where the use 

of HVAC intervenes during a 0.2 air speed. Anything above that, HVAC was 

not required. The project was designed around an open central courtyard and 

controls spaced with specified ventilated shoots. Physics and engineering 

played a key role in determining the angle of heat transfer from one space to 

another and into the courtyard as a means of escape. The play in solar 

shading devices help with the air flow, increase the rate of air flow in the 

building to comfort levels. 12 

 

																																																								
12	Holmes,	Michael,	Arup	Research	and	Development	(2004).	Hybrid	Ventilation	Systems.	London:	ARUP., pp.2‐3	
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Figure 2.2.1a Gateway building diagram, section of air transference. (b) on right illustrates the 
temperature flux between the seasons as a result of the interior cavity air flow process. Holmes,	Michael,	
Arup	Research	and	Development	(2004).	Hybrid	Ventilation	Systems.	London:	ARUP. 

 
In the case of the EastGate House project, the concept of design mimics an 

ant mound where there is a central “atrium” to transport cooler air. The project 

utilizes two principles of ventilation; (1.) Transfer of heat through the atrium 

and (2) cool air through the floor slab (figure 2.2.1c). The design has a 

central atrium for hot air to transfer from each office unit. Each unit is raised 

on with floor panels. The exchange of hot to cool air begins at the exterior 

openings near the base of each floor; known as the Low level displacement 

supply. The cool air travels from the base to the ceiling, pushing some of the 

heat through the atrium, as shown in diagram. In the quest for heat exchange, 

the designer displaces ventilation; inserting the controls for external and 

internal heat gains. 13 

 
 

																																																								
13	Holmes,	Michael,	Arup	Research	and	Development	(2004).	Hybrid	Ventilation	Systems.	London:	ARUP.,	pp.3‐4.	
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Figure 2.2.1c Eastgate sectional diagram, central cavity. (d) on right, the circulation process of air 
through the flow and wall cavity. Holmes,	 Michael,	 Arup	 Research	 and	 Development	 (2004).	Hybrid	 Ventilation	
Systems.	London:	ARUP.  

 
 

 

Figure 2.2.1e Floor cavity. Floor constructed of concrete slabs raised. Holmes,	Michael,	Arup	Research	and	
Development	(2004).	Hybrid	Ventilation	Systems.	London:	ARUP.  

  

 

2.2.1b BedZED | ARUP Associate + Bill Dunster 
Where residential meets social network and retail/leisure uses, the 83 mixed 

homes and retail occupy the site of Beddington, London is home to a zero-

energy facility. The project is an integration of several sustainable 

applications from thermal to solar capture, water and heating systems, and 

low-energy consumption. The project uses materials from local regions while 

building on a current brownfield site. The residential complex plays host to 
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several important key element of sustainability but a innovative technique 

explored is the ventilation process, using low to zero energy; the wind cowl 

ventilation system.  

 

The UK Building Regulations permit certain standard of ventilation, one being 

low fans in rooms for effective cooling. An important element of this regulation 

is that there are allowances where fan can be eliminated if passive cooling 

and ventilators are installed. According to Chris Twinn, each room contains a 

“trickle ventilator and passive stack extract vents…require heating to be 

reinstated in each room.” To maximize heating when needed, the complex 

uses the wind cowl system where air is preheat before entering the space and 

extracted through vents. The warm air is captured through the vents and 

recovered “from the extracted ventilation air.” This was the first system to use 

a renewable energy source (wind power) to supply preheated air into each 

space while extracting cooler or contaminated air from negative spaces 

(kitchen, bathroom, attic).14  

																																																								
14	Twinn,	C.,	(2003).	BedZED.	London:	ARUP	Journal.,	p.	5	
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Figure 2.2.1f BedZED residential complex. Twinn, C., (2003). BedZED. London: ARUP Journal. 

 

 
Figure 2.2.1g  Air and light diagram of building, BedZED residential complex. Twinn, C., (2003). BedZED. 
London: ARUP Journal. 
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Figure 2.2.1h BedZED residential complex, Close up of "chimney" and solar panels. Twinn, C., (2003). BedZED. 
London: ARUP Journal. 

 
 

2.2.2 Mechanical/Complex Ventilation 
 
Continuing the investigation of air ventilation in a double facade, 

mechanical/complex systems are introduced to indentify possible solutions to 

circulating air. This section will look at complex systems with multiple moving 

parts that respond to the environment according to the sun, wind, or rain.  

2.2.2a Arab Institute de Monde |Jean Nouvel 
In the task for ventilative strategies in architecture, Jean Nouvel delineates 

the naturalistic idea of symmetrical aperture transition of light into deep-end 

interior of the building. The idea follows the parameters of organic systems of 

an iris or that of a mechanical device, the camera. The system is a complex 
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series of parts and geometries that interact with each other as a self-

conditioning system that operates on its own entirety or together when 

directed.  The generating tool isn’t from a 3D-modelling software but a direct 

media of studies and sketches that begin the fabricated processes of these 

parts through trial and error.  

 

The main source of retention for this project is controllability of sunlight for 

hard to reach interior spaces. Set in the heart of Paris, France where 

buildings are constructed with limited space due to its neighbor, where light is 

a high commodity for interior dark spaces. The internal structure composition 

consist of columns and open plan and grid system. Most of the interior public 

space and vertical circulation devices are encased in class partitions, aiding 

the transition of light from the exterior to interior. However, the design strategy 

to filter light in small and tight location becomes the manifestation for the 

project; operable and mechanical aperture system.  

 

The building by design is a rectilinear volume where it houses multiple office 

spaces, vertical shafts, a courtyard, museum, shop, and private rooms. The 

structure already poses a complex arrangement because of its north-

northeast orientation and limited light filtration. A critical element of the 

interior’s light transition is the design of the façade on all four sides. The skin 

becomes the center point for not only its light variability but an aesthetic and 

mechanical innovative technique for its time. The façade has two elements for 
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light controllability; glass and metal moveable parts. The glass acts as a 

secondary device that becomes part of the system as a water and air tight 

element, giving the metal pieces the freedom to move. The primary system is 

a complex array of 250 metal moveable pieces for a standard component of 

the symmetrical grid.15 In diagram, the overall flow of moving parts follows an 

articulate and precise measure measurement of degrees and scale that allow 

the parts to operate and respond to its neighboring device. Each element in 

the component moves at a steady degree marked at pre-fabrication to give 

the device a controlled parameter before and during installation. When ready, 

apertures will open slightly, connecting with the next element to further open 

the next, giving the illusion of an iris operation. This system introduces a new 

way of moving controlled part in a systematic way by variable degrees. Just 

like the iris of the eye will grow in a spiral condition when it is exposed to light 

and darkness, the building façade as a whole will operate in that same matter. 

The idea goes further to make each quadrant manually operable to give the 

occupant further control of their light transmission through the interior spaces 

as needed.16  

 

This structure’s idea illuminates the possibility for moveable devices as a 

“skin” application as a responsive system. The mechanical device has a 

precision moment in degree that acts on other variables for the system to 

operate as a whole. Although the skin application does not function properly 

																																																								
15	AAqtash. (2009, April 15). Core Form ULA. SOM + SCI‐Arc on CF:Responsive Kinetic Facade , p. 5.	
16	Nouvel,	Jean,	1945‐			Jean	Nouvel.		Düsseldorf	;	New	York	:	TeNeues,	c2002.	
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today, the intention of light controllability through dark interior spaces is the 

precedent of moveable “skin” applications and fabricated systems. 

 

 

Figure 2.2.2a, Jean Nouvel's mechanical facade that operates 
required sensors. When light hits the facade at certain times of 
the day the apertures will close and vice versa. 
 

 

Figure 2.7b, The operative mechanical devices       
operate the aperture system.      

 
  
 
 

 

Figure 2.2.2c,	Mechanical	diagram	of	aperture. 
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2.2.2b Lloyd’s Building | Richard Rogers Partnership 
As an example of innovative mechanical envelope, the Lloyd’s Building, 1986, 

London is constructed out of a steel frame and curtain wall. The curtain wall is 

an assembly of a triple-façade unit that has a 75mm cavity. This cavity opens 

to the floor system that connects to the air duct, reducing energy 

consumption. The process for thermal comfort occurs in the sub-floor cavity 

where air transfers through luminaires from the ceiling below. The exchange 

of air occurs from floor to ceiling and connects with the triple-glaze system 

that acts as an air duct system.  The drawing illustrates (figure 2.2.2d), the 

connection of floor to ceiling; a constant flow of air from one floor to another. 

In addition to the low energy ventilation in a structure, the glass has a sparkle 

element that reduces heat gain and diffuses light from entering the structure. 

The simulated process is said to replace the need for louvers devices, 

maintaining a flawless surface.17  

 

																																																								
17	Shawn.	(2001).	Buildings	with	Double	Façade	Systems.	city:	na.	pp.	6‐7.	
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Figure 2.2.2d detailed sections. source: Shawn. (2001). Buildings with Double Façade Systems. city: na. pp. 6-
7.) 
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Figure 2.2.2e exterior view of Lloyd's Building                     Figure 2.2.2f detailed view of structure and facade.  
source: htt://www.foureyesup.com/united-kingdom/             http://www.audacity.org/mp-02-01-2004.htm. 06/14/2011.   
06/15/2011.                                                

 

    
 

2.2.2c RWE Headquarters Tower | Ingenhoven, Overdiek, Kahlen and 
Partners 
Essen, Germany, 1997 

In the attempt to balance thermal conditions with daylighting applications, the 

architects designed a systems composing of single fixated panel with an 

operable panel inside. There is a louver (Partners, 2010) system to control 

the amount of air, creating a buffer zone at each floor cavity. Where floor 

meets ceiling below, there is a connection in the skin system where the glass 

meets allowing natural ventilation to occur; the “fish mouth” mullion. This 

technique “…creates a wind pressure difference between cavity air inlet and 
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outlet and makes the wind driven and thermal buoyancy.”18 Occupants have 

the ability to operate the double panel system (a sliding operation) to adjust to 

their comfort setting without sacrificing ventilation for the entire level.  

 

 

Figure 2.2.2g  detailed section (source: Shawn. (2001). Buildings with Double Façade Systems. city: na. pp. 9.) 

 
 

																																																								
18	Shawn.	(2001).	Buildings	with	Double	Façade	Systems.	city:	na.	pg.	9.	
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Figure 2.2.2h front perspective of RWE Headquarters             Figure 2.2.2i  exterior arial view of tower. source: 
http://www.blog.travelpod.com/travel-photo/d-in-bavaria           http://www.e-architect.co.uk/colognelessen_bui 
german/2004-05/1125025800/essen1.jpg/tpod.html   ldings.htm                   

 
 

2.2.2d Commerzbank Headquarters | Sir Norman Foster and Partners 
Frankfurt, Germany, 1997 

The most energy-efficient high-rise in Europe in the late 20th century, the 

Commerzbank Headquarters rise 53 stores with natural ventilation and green 

terraces of 4 floors in height. The building has a triangular plan with officer 

floors, atrium, and vertical ventilation cavities. The primary support is 

controlled at the endpoints of each floor plate with Vierendeel beams that 

support 8 levels. The gardens are positioned at different levels creating a 

visual rotation assembly around the building. 19 

 

																																																								
19	Partners,	F.	a.	(2010).	Foster	and	Partners.	Retrieved	Novermber	08,	2010.	Commerzbank	Headquarters.	
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The first of its kind as a vertical natural tower, the gardens play a critical role 

in natural ventilation in addition to its sophisticated double façade. There is a 

two-piece system façade system; the fixated single panel and operable 

double glaze panel. The user is able to control the single glass pane, 

“…removing the hot and stale air from the offices when the inner panes are 

open.” Furthermore, a radar absorbent outer glass absorbs most of the heat 

gain but the Venetian blinds reflect the remnants of the heat. The blinds also 

have the ability to reflect unwanted sun-light into interior space. The 

innovative technique lies in the open connection at the floor/ceiling cavity. The 

opening has a bird wire which allows it to stay open and have continual flow 

of fresh air into the façade. The occupant can open the double glazed panel 

to control the amount of fresh air in while the rest of it exits the upper end of 

the “mouth” piece.20 

 

																																																								
20	Shawn.	(2001).	Buildings	with	Double	Façade	Systems.	city:	na.	pp.	9‐10.	
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Figure 2.2.2j  detailed section. (Shawn. (2001). Buildings with Double Façade Systems. city: na. pp. 9-10. 

 

 

Figure 2.2.2k  cross section of Commerzbank. source: http://blogdelarchtiecture.com. 
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Figure 2.2.2l  Interior view of quadruple volume height. source: http://blogdelarchtiecture.com. 

 

2.2.2e FLARE | STAAB Architects 
In a ventilative strategy, one uses the ideal performance system that is 

operable manually and mechanically from all possible variables. There are 

instances where one will meet the other to allow the occupant controllability 

for comfort. In the realm of mechanical stability and responsive system of the 

skin, the FLARE project addresses these ideas as a simulated product. The 

project creates a dynamic cluster of geometries that act on each other as one 

move in a horizontal outflow direction. 

 

The collective behavior of systems in applied mechanics and geometries 

enables the surface to transform the skin as a dynamic system. As one 

geometry or component moves, a series of fellow components will respond in 

the same manner but as a response to the other. The advanced technological 

skin feeds on sensory devices that are interactive but are controlled by a 
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computer. There are sensory units on the exterior as a tileable component. 

Although the “skin” has the ability to move in exchange of one component to 

the other, it is somehow limited in its movement direction. Hydraulic 

pneumatic cylinders push the component in an “outward” flow direction, 

making the system a single-side composition. Despite is limitation in 

movement, is can be applied to any building façade typology which makes 

this a marketable product. 21 

 

The geometry is arranged in a way of a cluster. Only similar sided-faces are mirror its 

neighbor touch each other, allowing a precise connection from one component to 

another. As a result, a pattern is delivered as a non-conforming structural system 

that is fastened to the structure through these pneumatic cylinders. As one 

component moves within its series, the rest will move in a similar fashion until it 

reaches the last end with the least energy force applied. The surface of each 

component has a reflective coating to reflect UV rays but limited visibility. According 

to the designer, “…each metal flake reflects the "bright sky or sunlight when in 

vertical standby position. When a flake is tilted downwards by a computer controlled 

pneumatic piston, its face is shaded from the sky light and appears as a dark pixel. 

By reflecting ambient or direct sunlight, the individual flakes of the FLARE system act 

like pixels formed by natural light".22 

 

This case study is a good example of dynamic process and development 

“skin” system that relies on each component for movement. Although each 

																																																								
21	WhiteVoid. (2008). Retrieved October 15, 2010, from Flare‐facade: http://www.flare‐facade.com	
22	AAqtash. (2009, April 15). Core Form ULA. SOM + SCI‐Arc on CF:Responsive Kinetic Facade , p. 5.	
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component is attached by a pneumatic cylinder giving it structure stability, it 

lacks weather enabled treatment such as a glass or a closed-in device. The 

system gives geometry a new role not as a linear vertical device but as a 

cluster system where each geometry is dependent on the other and responds 

through a controlled computer device.  

 
 
 

 

Figure 2.2.2m,	facade	component	system.	Geometric	components	in	motions.	source:	www.flare‐facade.com. 
  

 

Figure 2.2.2n,	Geometric	components	in	a	frame.	Draings	to	the	right...resemembles	a	tessellation.	
	source:	www.flare‐facade.com. 
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Figure 2.2.2o,	shock	that	controls	the	component		
movement	(a	pneutmatic	shock).			
source:	www.flare‐facade.com. 
 
 

 

Figure 2.2.2p,	Exterior	view	of	facade	applied.	Facade	of	geometric	assebmly.	source:	www.flare‐facade.com. 
                                                           

 

 

Figure 2.2.2q,	Facade	of	geometric	assebmly	
wrapped	around	the	building.		source:		
www.flare‐facade.com. 
 
 

2.2.3 Mix-Mode (Kinetic Facade) 
 

2.2.3a CF: Responsive Kinetic Façade | SOM+ SCI-Arc 
As a scheme in form-finding processes, the CF project investigates the 

applicability of ventilation not as a single element of skin projectile but as a 

complete composition from skin to structure. Each part or element of the 

project act and reacts with enabled devices that respond to only it’s natural 
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surroundings.  The idea is that there are complex mechanical devices to 

control the system that is plugged into the electric grid. This notion of 

“muscles do the moving” concept is proof in its physical devices of magnetic 

controls, photovoltaic’s, actuator, and thermal sensors. In a way, this 

becomes a smart “flexible skin” because the system is moveable in a 6 

degree shift, allowing optimal positioning for apertures and skin movement. 

 

The notion of movement by sensors and solarity components enable the 

system to acts as a “living tissue” without the aid of an external energy 

source. The “skin” shifts by using actuators in a 6 degree position, reducing 

solar gain by 25% from inside the building. This occurs because of two 

primary design objects; humanistic (homology) and efficiency (performance). 

Homology in any given context has two meaning with similar ideas. The first 

is an examination of biological systems such as organs or parts that may 

have similar “evolutionary origin[s] but quite different functions.” In a 

mathematical sense, it is the adaptation of geometries that are form based on 

their configuration through mapping, 3D coordination, surface relations, 

dimensions, and so on.23 In this project, the homology is to “…maintain an 

optimal thermal conform left while providing an interface between the exterior 

and interior environment conditions.” 24 This relation correlates with the 

human skin as it responds to the temperature difference from outside to 

inside the body. As it reaches cold status, the skin reacts and forms “goose-

																																																								
23	Hensel,	M.,	Menges,	A.,	&	Weinstock,	M.	(2004).	Emergence:	morphogenetic	design	strategies.	London:	Wiley‐Academy.	

24	AAqtash. (2009, April 15). Core Form ULA. SOM + SCI‐Arc on CF:Responsive Kinetic Facade , p. 1.	
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bumps”. When the skin reacts to heat, the pores begin to expel water in the 

form of sweat to cool the body. The same concept is applied here. When it is 

hot out, the “pores” of the skin will react and limit heat from entering the 

system ad increase ventilation. In the cold, the “pores” will close keep the 

occupant warm.  

 

The project design went under four major categories for development; 

programmatic objectives, electromechanical makeup, material, and façade 

typology. What is important about these 4 categories is understanding of what 

drives the movement in the sensory system, what materials to use, and how 

the electromechanical systems could work with the so called "kinetic" surface; 

the second efficiency. The double-skin façade responds to multiple 

environment parameters giving the overall system to react to thermal 

condition and increase ventilation. “The users of the building will be able to 

manually operate secondary ventilation and shading systems for the internal 

skin…" while the primary ventilation element is responsive to the exterior 

environment. 25  

 

The exterior surface is a composition of points that will expand the entire 

threshold based on the thermal conditions. Once they interact, the skin will 

shrink/stretching in some areas opening the “pores” for ventilation. In the 

winter, the skin will be more static, leaving the “pores” in a closed position to 

secure the heat inside the building. The actuators are performing most of the 
																																																								
25	AAqtash. (2009, April 15). Core Form ULA. SOM + SCI‐Arc on CF:Responsive Kinetic Facade , p. 2.	
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work by moving in a horizontal direction, pushing the skin in and out to create 

these openings. The exterior skin opens and closes in order to regulate the 

temperature of the entire building while the secondary ventilation on the 

interior skin gives local control to the temperature of each room. A precedent 

of this project is the FLARE project where they used pneumatic cylinders to 

move the geometries in and out. This system is more solid because the skin 

could be easily placed on a faced based on a grid system. The support it 

attached to the skeleton of the skin and the nodes will move the skin. PV cells 

are integrated on skin as a surface texture. The cells, once in light, tell the 

skin to move a certain degree, “capable of analyzing its orientation…[and] 

also provide partial shading to the sun equal to their surface area.” 26 

 

The unionization of solar, thermal, material and concept drive the design 

orientation to a dynamic responsive system. The interest of the precedent is 

the material and solarity composition that allow the skin to responds, opening 

its “pores” during a change in its thermal setting. The system reacts as a 

whole from one end of the spectrum to another when one actuator moves in 

response to the other or the solar orientation. This system utilizes very little to 

zero external energy forces other than what the environment provides, 

making this a self-sustaining project. However, it still requires the repetitive 

use of connections similar to the FLARE project that limits it moveability in 

one direction. The system works for this case studies and opens the 

discussion of self-sustaining living facades. 
																																																								
26	AAqtash. (2009, April 15). Core Form ULA. SOM + SCI‐Arc on CF:Responsive Kinetic Facade , p. 2.	
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Figure 2.2.3a   Connections of membrane to structure and joints. SOM + SCI-Arc on CF: Responsive Kinetic 
Facade. source: http:..www.core.form-ula.com/2009/04/15/som-sci-arc-on-cfresponsive-kinetic-facade/. accessed 
08/12/2011. 

 
 

 

Figure 2.2.3b  Connections of membrane to structure and joints. SOM + SCI-Arc on CF: Responsive Kinetic 
Facade. source: http:..www.core.form-ula.com/2009/04/15/som-sci-arc-on-cfresponsive-kinetic-facade/. accessed 
08/12/2011. 
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Figure 2.2.3c  Diagram drawings of air filtration process through the membrane and the apertures. SOM + SCI-
Arc on CF: Responsive Kinetic Facade. source: http:..www.core.form-ula.com/2009/04/15/som-sci-arc-on-
cfresponsive-kinetic-facade/. accessed 08/12/2011. 
 

 

 

Figure 2.2.3d  Aperture study of operation and orientation. SOM + SCI-Arc on CF: Responsive Kinetic Facade. 
source: http:..www.core.form-ula.com/2009/04/15/som-sci-arc-on-cfresponsive-kinetic-facade/. accessed 
08/12/2011.  
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Figure 2.2.3e The Kit-of-Parts of the component. SOM + SCI-Arc on CF: Responsive Kinetic Facade. source: 
http:..www.core.form-ula.com/2009/04/15/som-sci-arc-on-cfresponsive-kinetic-facade/. accessed 08/12/2011.  

 

 

2.2.4 Conclusion 
 
Precedent studies reveal several possible conclusions of ventilation systems 

that work with the HVAC system. It is not the intention to replace the 

perfected mechanical system but to improve the building façade as a 

“breathable” system that will reduce the load of the HVAC; as a method to 

reduce energy consumption. Each case study reveals a sophisticated 

approach for their times that directly impacts the environment. Instead of 

housing a central mechanical unit for one’s thermal comfort of heating and 

cooling, these applications illustrate possible applications for fresh air, 

improving the overall indoor air quality.    
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2.3 From Stem to Leaf 
 
Nature possesses some of life’s fundamental basic buildings blocks. 

Examining a flower reveals multiple uses of formation, arrangement, growth 

patterns, and structure nature uses. The aim of this research is to understand 

how plants mature, grow, and transform their overall shape into something 

different; for example, a seed into a plant. This chapter will identify what 

elements that determine plant maturity from the embryo (seed) to full bloom. 

What encourages the formation of stems? How do stems determine the 

orientation of leaves or petals? Is there a set of rules nature follows and how 

consistent are these rules followed? The very idea of these questions would 

take more time than allowed, so for the scope of this argument; the main 

focus will be basic leaf formation.  

 

In nature, plants emerge from a seed in the ground and sprout according to 

its DNA map. All things that are living require the essential elements to 

sustain life such as water, air, and nutrients.  These elements are essential 

for continued growth, regardless of the living organism such as a plant, 

animal, or human. Each living organism requires a certain amount of 

component of life to thrive; therefore every organism is connected to one 

another. British physicist Francis Crick and American biologist, James 

Watson represented a conne  When one seeks a kind of natural order and 

how all things in nature develop, one turns to the fundamental expression that 

nature inherits “…the spatial structure of DNS in the shape of the ‘double 
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helix’.”27 The two scientists discovered a model for nature as a standard 

design simulation for DNA to nature, biological to medical, mathematical to 

architecture, and so on.  

 

Their research continues today, by young and aspiring scientists all around 

the world, as a pivotal reshaping tool for “spatial representation” for various 

applications in genetic framework and material. After receiving the Nobel 

Prize, they continued to investigate how all living things are connected with 

nature as a means of unification, not separation. It is “…clear, nature was no 

longer the mysterious other, which we are at the mercy of, it has become a 

language one can learn to speak and master.”28 If everything is connected as 

they argue then why is architecture separate from nature through structure, 

concept, and design? Instead of praising this sense of control over nature, 

architecture should embrace the symbiotic relationship of nature and all of her 

genetic process. The very notion of nature as a constructive tool for design 

can influence more than just structure but a composition of dynamicism and 

transition from one space or plaza to another. Buildings have the potential to 

communicate with one another through a high-range frequency like plants do 

to other species, or how animals respond to an approaching storm.  

 

As it becomes more definitive, the conceptual perspective of nautre’s order 

seems more feasible as a practical application for just about anything in 

																																																								
27	Mateo,	J.	L.	(2007).	Natural	Metaphor:	An	Anthology	of	Essays	on	Architecture	and	Nature.	New	York:	Ingoprint.,	pg.	15.	
28	Mateo,	J.	L.	(2007).	Natural	Metaphor:	An	Anthology	of	Essays	on	Architecture	and	Nature.	New	York:	Ingoprint.,	pg.	15;	
the	connection	of	nature	to	all	things	living.	
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design and practice. These order can be cross-referenced through two 

substantial systems that Watson’s and Crick’s theory and used in 

architecture; how the Fibonacci and gold section as a decoding device to the 

double helix.”29 A helix is a responsive form where spatial organization and 

structural performance are maximize because of its increasing level of form in 

relation to the changing methodology. The order of the helix will be explained 

further in the future about their potential spatial organization and structural 

performance.  

 

2.3.1 How leaves grow 
 
The anatomy of a leaf can best be described by a mechanical operation 

whose infrastructure hosts a complex system of structures and functions like 

a sponge. The sponge has multiple cavity walls that support the overall 

dimension and scale of the product. The walls of the sponge are the primary 

structural component and correspond to the veins of a leaf. The veins help 

hold up the plant and keep it sturdy but also carry nutrients, water and carbon 

dioxide. A sponge, once in contact with water, absorbs the liquid, expanding 

the “cellular” structure. The water then fills these cavities that act as interstitial 

spaces, promoting expansion and growth. When the sponge is squeezed, the 

liquid is released and the sponge returns to its original size and weight. In a 

leaf, the CO2 is absorbed through a pore like structure known as the stomata. 

The stomata also function to release oxygen after photosynthesis occurs and 

water. While the “cellular” structure of a sponge utilizes a fiber network to 

																																																								
29	Mateo,	J.	L.	(2007).	Natural	Metaphor:	An	Anthology	of	Essays	on	Architecture	and	Nature.	New	York:	Ingoprint.,	pg.	16.	
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produce its structure, the leaf is a composition of cell walls of different shapes 

and sizes based on their midpoint intersection arranged in a way that one 

point reacts to another. The growth of the cell, the communicative response 

between the cell and the environment and the leaf orientation/ growth, is the 

main focus of this chapter.  

 

In this section, the importance rests in the fundamental process from the 

development of the stem to any further cell development. At the core of the 

plant growth and organization is determined on the cell wall structure and 

meristem. “The organization of the meristem is established during 

embryogenesis and is maintained throughout the plant’s life cycle. The 

balance between the stem cell is essential to the iterative production of new 

leaves”30   

 

The meristem is divided into functional zones that orient the overall structure 

for cellular wall dimensions. In figure 2.3.2a, “…the outer layers (L1 and L2 

indictors) divide anticlinally (perpendicular to the surface) &…the L3 layer 

undergoes both peri-and anticlinal divisions.”31 That said, the meristem 

organizes the plant’s epidermis which will stimulate the cell membrane. The 

stem holds three layers that function as a primary system that signal rapid 

growth. These layers encase receptors to signal each zone to act as a 

mechanism to initiate a new number of organs. Once activated, the meristem 

																																																								
30	Braybrook,	S.	A.,	&	Kuhlemeier,	C.	(April,	2010).	How	a	Plant	Builds	Leaves.	The	Plant	Cell	,	pg.	1006.	
31	Braybrook,	S.	A.,	&	Kuhlemeier,	C.	(April,	2010).	How	a	Plant	Builds	Leaves.	The	Plant	Cell	,	pg.	1007.	
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identifies the next phase to position the stem cells and wall that will be 

maintained during growth. The meristem amplifies the cells, encourages cell 

growth in each peripheral zone. It’s important to note that the peripheral zone 

must have some logic to gain access for organogenesis to take place or no 

new organs will ferment.  

  
 

 
 
 
Figure 2.3.1a (Braybrook, S. A., & Kuhlemeier, C. (April, 2010). How a Plant Builds Leaves. The Plant Cell , pg. 
1007.) 

 
 
A closer examination of the diagram, reveals the fate of a stem cell is in the 

hands of “…the KNOTTED LIKE HOMEOBOX (KNOX) transcription factors.” 
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In the KNOX zone, there are two other important systems that regulate cell 

growth and division; the phytohormones; gibberellins and cytokinin. “The 

Cytokinins positively regulate cell division, while gibberellins positively 

regulate cell elongation…while KNOX proteins regulate the balance between 

gibberellins and cytokinin.” The KNOX further establishes peripheral zones 

and promotes organ development. Without the KNOX; the meristem 

organization, stem cells, and daughter cells will cease to grow, inhibiting new 

organs and no new leaf development. The RNA, hormones, and mobile 

ligands in the meristem help develop the overall pattern.32 

 
 

2.3.2 Pattern types 
 
The anatomy of the leaf structure reveals a complex network of cells and 

elements that promote cellular growth and pattern division. In this vast 

network of transformation, there are two lateral organs; the stem cells are in 

the central zone and the daughter cells, in the peripheral zone. The next 

phase of growth occurs in the orientation and position of the leaf or the 

phyllotaxis. In most cases, there are two types of patterns known in plants; 

the spiral (more dominate in nature) and the decussate (the alternate). This 

allows for the ability to capture light efficient and effectively. For the 

Phyllotactic, patterns are molded on the orientation of light availability that is 

best suited for the plant for maximum absorption for photosynthesis. The 

																																																								
32	Braybrook,	S.	A.,	&	Kuhlemeier,	C.	(April,	2010).	How	a	Plant	Builds	Leaves.	The	Plant	Cell	,	pg.	1009.	
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main focus here is the understanding of leaf arrangement and their position 

for any given plant type structure.  

 

Regardless of the leaf arrangement, the spiral pattern is more dominate for 

maximum light and water absorption. The position also plays a major role in 

balancing structure when external forces are applied. Again, this genetic 

process is developed in the meristem where organogenesis takes place. In 

comparison to the overall plant structure and the meristem, the whole 

assembly remains symmetric. This brings up the question what causes the 

pattern to maintain its position while new leaves develop?  

 

The previous investigation revealed how leaves are maintained and 

developed along the meristem. The meristem plays a central role for cellular 

development of new organs. Deep in the internal structure, the auxin has 

been proven to be the cause for Phyllotactic pattern and new organ position. 

“The auxin maxima position sets up a positive feedback loop between auxin 

and its transporter…,”33 bearing the responsibility of pattern and position 

development. Another contributing factor responsible for the pattern is the 

cytokinin (the maize mutant). Cytokinin is located in the meristem and its size 

affects the position of leaf distribution. As the stem expands or grows, the leaf 

(organ) will adapt and change its position accordingly. While the meristem’s 

																																																								
33	Braybrook,	S.	A.,	&	Kuhlemeier,	C.	(April,	2010).	How	a	Plant	Builds	Leaves.	The	Plant	Cell	,	pg.	1011.	
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size is critical to orientation of the leaf growth and position, the spacing 

between each is determined by the auxin transition between cells. 34 

 
 

 
 
 
Figure 2.3.2a  Meristem pattern arrangement. Braybrook, S. A., & Kuhlemeier, C. (April, 2010). How a Plant Builds 
Leaves. The Plant Cell , pg. 1007. 

	
	

																																																								
34	Byrne,	M.	E.,	Groover,	A.	T.,	Fontana,	J.	R.,	&	Martienssen,	R.	A.	(2003).	Phyllotactic	pattern	and	stem	cell	fate	are	
determined	by	the	Arabidopsis	homeobox	gene	Bellringer.	The	Company	of	Biologists	,	3941.	
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Figure 2.3.2b Fibonacci pattern arrangement. Picture by Rob Diaz at San Antonio Botanical Garden. (source: 
05/21/2011. 

 

 
 
Figure 2.3.2c  Phyllotactic pattern types, Szymon Stoma, source: 
http://openalea.gforge.inria.fr/wiki/doku.php?id=documentation:demo:phyllotaxy. accessed 07/21/2011. 
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Figure 2.3.2d-e  Phyllotactic pattern types with leaves, Szymon Stoma, source: 
http://openalea.gforge.inria.fr/wiki/doku.php?id=documentation:demo:phyllotaxy. accessed 07/21/2011.source: 
Szymon Stoma)     

 

2.3.3 Conclusion 
 
The intention of the phyllotactic study is to understand how leaf arrangement 

is determined by various components that make up the meristem (logically 

the primary structure); not one single mechanical simulation like the sponge. 

The meristem hosts several chambers for cell/organ growth that permits 

certain fluidity and energy transformation for exchange. In the arrangement 

orientation, plants can inherit two primary orientation types; the spiral and 

decussate. This is determined by the meristem, auxin (flow of), and the 

cytokinin. The orientation type is dependent on the genetic code, 

environment, light summation direction, and flow of auxin between cells. If 

there is a greater flow of auxin, then leaves will be further spaced apart 
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because the flow has great intensity, enabling a higher protein flow rate, 

limiting the need for more leaves. However; if the auxin levels are low, then 

the leaves will be spaced closer to one another and there would be more 

leaves on the stem to absorb as much light and water as possible.  

 

It’s also important to note functional transition of nutrients in cells, auxin, and 

organ development is contributed to the Hofmeister Rule. That said, there is a 

direct connection of all components in all plant structures, and a slight change 

in the stem or external environment will alter the leaf arrangement. As a 

sponge absorbs water, the sponge becomes heavy and expands in size. The 

cavity becomes larger and alters the overall dimension. The same rule 

applies for the meristem size; if it increases in size, the leaf position will begin 

to change disrupting the auxin flow that will either create new leaves or 

expand the current ones. This investigation reveals possible orientation and 

dimensional growth potential as a serviced structural component similar to the 

meristem.  

 
 

2.4 Light equals Food (a photosynthetic process) 
 
All living organisms from, plants to animals, require a source of energy to feed 

and maintain their bodies for survival. Photosynthesis plays the most vital role 

in development from processing natural light in photosynthetic organsims for 

energy combustion and the production of food for heterotrophs. Since people 

and animals cannot process sun light as a means for energy, they rely on the 
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single most important species that does this naturally; plants. All of our food in 

some way, whether directly from a vegetable or fruit, or indirectly by eating 

primary consumers, started with the process of photosynthesis. Plants, 

inheriting the core of this process also produce the single most important 

element for all living things, oxygen. It’s obvious that without oxygen, many 

organisms would not survive. Plants also produce vital nutrients from 

potassium to starch, a building block that our bodies require to burn energy so 

that we can move and think.  

 

This section explores the process of photosynthesis and its relationship to the 

overall production of energy (ATP) that moves the molecular cell from one 

body to another. Plants are a direct source to process sunlight as a form of 

energy that no other species can do. The mechanical function of plants is 

cross-examined in two parts; process of photosynthesis and production of 

sugar. Both systems depend on each other to produce the necessary energy 

to move their nutrients/cells to the next phase of growth. Photosynthesis is 

the assembly or process of natural light into a chemically bonded energy 

transmission that plants use to “…synthesize organic compounds from 

inorganic raw materials in the presence of sunlight. Therefore, the ultimate 

source of all metabolic energy in our planet is the sun, and photosynthesis is 

essential for maintaining all forms of life on earth.” 35 

																																																								
35	Hall, D. O. (David Oakley)   Photosynthesis / D.O. Hall and K.K. Rao.  Cambridge, U.K. ; New York : Cambridge 
University Press, 1999. Pg2	
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2.4.1 Photosynthesis 
 
Plants have highly organized cell organelles, chloroplasts (or bright green 

organelles) that absorb and transport light energy into their respective 

responsive sensors; called chlorophyll. The generic composition is explored in 

chloroplast because photosynthesis occurs there. The chloroplast is 

contained within their  cell walls where they are free to move according to the 

environment conditions (light intensity). Under a condition of intense light, the 

chloroplast will move along the cell wall, protecting its membrane from the UV 

rays. During a cloudy day, the chloroplast will circulate in a cell in order to 

take advantage of the most potential light. (figure 2.4.1d) Per leaf, according 

to Scott Freeman, there are an estimated "40 to 50 chloroplasts, and a square 

millimeter of leaf averages about 500,000" (figure 2.4.1a).36 Each 

"...chloroplast consists of two membranes, the inner and outer."37 (figure 

2.4.1c)  Within this complex, there are hundreds of thylakoids that are 

stacked on each other to form groups. These groups are called a granum and 

is surrounded by a protective membrane called the stroma. It is important to 

know that the reaction for photosynthesis occurs in the thylakoids where light 

energy is converted into ATP. As we see in figure 42a and b, the reaction 

chambers are connected in groups, mounted by an inner membrane called 

the lumen.   (figure 2.4.1d) 

																																																								
36	Freeman,	Scott.	Biological	Science...p.174	
37	Gianfrancesco,	O.	(Director).	(Jan	2009).	The	Light	Dependent	Reaction	[Motion	Picture].	
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Figure 2.4.1a The chloroplast reaction to light. demo sketch. 

 
 
Figure 2.4.1b diagrammatic depiction of the photosynthetic process. source: J. Barber. 
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Figure 2.4.1c  a Chloroplast cell structure illustrating the infrastructure of the cell. source: 
http://www.micro.magnet.fsu.edu/cells/chloroplasts/.html. accessed 10/23/2011. 

  
Each membrane of the thylakoid consists of openings where light energy is 

absorbed. In the membrane, the openings of the reaction chambers are called 

photosystem II and photosystem I (PSII and PSI). Each photosystem uses 

electron carriers to carry the light energy from PSII to PSI. 
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Figure 2.4.1d diagram of a chloroplast of a leaf. source: http://library.thinkquest.org/11226/main/c07.htm. accessed 
10/05/2011. 

  
In PSII, light is absorbed by the chlorophyll, exciting the water molecule 

(water splitting), splitting the ions; 1 oxygen atom, two hydrogen, and two 

electrons. At this point, the hydrogen ion will remain in the lumen space, while 

the two electrons will be transported in a mobile carrier from PSII; known as 

Plastoquionon Qb. "When the electrons are transported from the first protein 

into the first carrier, the electrons are excited and attract to two protons from 

the Stoma." At this point, it's important to note that it takes 1 photon to move 

the electron from one "station" to another. 38 

  

"PQb then transfers the two electrons to the Cytochrome b6f (mobile carrier 

2) complex. The two protons that get picked up are released into the Lumen 

space. These transfers are couple with the pumping of 2 more hydrogen ions 

into the Lumen space by Cytochrom b6f. The electrons are next transferred to 

																																																								
38	McClean,	P.,	White,	A.,	Slator,	B.	M.	(Producers),	&	McClean,	P.	(Director).	(2007).	Photosynthesis	[Motion	Picture].	
United	States	of	America:	AAAIC	(World	Wide	Web	Instructional	Committee).	
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Plastocyanin, another mobile carrier. The electrons are pushed to the side, 

allowing room for the Hydrogen ions to pass through into the thylakoid space. 

This adds to the increasing gradient of hydrogen ions. This is all occurring in 

the thylakoid space held within the Chloroplast chamber. 39 (figure 2.4.1c) 

  

 
Figure 2.4.1e, Thylakoid membrane diagram:  source:  
http://www.biologycorner.com/worksheets/photosynthesis_sim.html. accessed March 24, 2011. 

 
Once the electrons have successfully passed through at three carriers, it then 

enters PS1 to complete the process. In PS1, light continues to energize the 

the electrons, enabling the transition from PS1 to the next electron acceptor; 

Ferredoxin.  "Ferredoxin then transfers the electrons to the Ferredoxin NADP 

reduction…(FNR). 2 electrons are transferred to FNR, NADPH is made by 

adding the 2 electrons and hydrogen ions to NADP.  The gradient of protons 

																																																								
39	McClean,	P.,	White,	A.,	Slator,	B.	M.	(Producers),	&	McClean,	P.	(Director).	(2007).	Photosynthesis	[Motion	Picture].	
United	States	of	America:	AAAIC	(World	Wide	Web	Instructional	Committee).	
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created by the electron transport chain is utilized by ATP Synthase to create 

ATP from ADP and Pi.  This is similar to how ATP is synthasized in the 

Mitochondria. (see figure 2.4.2a)  ATP, NADPH, and molecular oxygen are 

the final vital products of photosynthesis."40 To achieve this reaction, there 

must be an abundant amount of Hydrogen ions that move through the ATP 

synthase to create an energy source known as ATP. When the electrons 

have moved into the Ferrodoxin chamber, the body of hydrogen ions is stored 

in the thylokoid complex. The stoma is where the ADP is stored but with very 

little hydrogen ions. This creates a gradient from the high concentration of 

Hydrogen ions to a very low concentration of Hydrogen ions. So along the 

parameter of the thylokoid wall, like the transfer makeup of PSII to PS1, is a 

"gateway" or "engine" where hydrogen atoms are transferred from the 

thylokoid to the stoma, through the ATP synthase. Inside this engine (ATP 

synthase), the ADP and Pi are combusted together to form an active 

ingredient, ATP. ATP is a "charged" currency of energy in the body. In order 

to do anything for plants, animals, and humans; they must have a positively 

charged proton to complete this task.  When the third phosphate group 

breaks away from ATP, a large quantity of energy is released and the cell can 

perform a function. (figure 2.4.2f) 

 

																																																								
40	McClean,	P.,	White,	A.,	Slator,	B.	M.	(Producers),	&	McClean,	P.	(Director).	(2007).	Photosynthesis	[Motion	Picture].	
United	States	of	America:	AAAIC	(World	Wide	Web	Instructional	Committee).	
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Figure 2.4.1f, diagrams of ATP cycle by Joseph Calihan, biologist at Texas Tech University. 

 
  
ATP in this case, plants, requires a buildup of ATP from two molecules, a 

bond of ADP and Pi. From the detail above, plants require a certain degree of 

light and hydrogen ions to contribute to the chemical reaction that forms ATP. 

Once the process is complete, the ATP can help move a cell from one point 

to another, enriching the nutritional aspect of the living organism. Light, 

activates this reaction to initiate cellular and nutrient transportation. 

  

In humans, the process is reversed. While humans do not require light to stay 

alive, they do require oxygen in which to breathe and water to stay hydrated. 

Plants naturally expel oxygen as a waste product through the extraction 

process of the stomata; transpiration and exchange of gases. The oxygen is 
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then introduced into the body where it meets with our external energy sources 

like starch and meat. Plants play a key role in this aspect because not only 

can they produce oxygen but they build a certain sugar that humans need for 

stored energy to burn, glycogen. Once the food and oxygen meet, the 

process of ATP is broken down where the chemical reaction will begin to 

separate ATP into ADP and Pi. In plants, the ADP and Pi are bonded together 

to form ATP where it moves the cell to the next "station" of the plant. Every 

action that is acquired by the human body, a certain degree of "energy" is 

required. For example, if you move your arm in a forward gesture, that 

process required ATP. During the process of this breakdown, the human body 

will intake C6H12O2 during its cellular metabolism. The body will expel the 

CO2. The CO2 is then used by plants and the cycle continues.  

  

If you look at certain plant types from grasses to trees, you'll notice that they 

all have different plant structures that serve different purposes. For this 

general investigation, we are concerned with the efficiency of the structure 

that plants posses and their mechanical operations held within the stomata. 

Trees and plants are composed of roots, a trunk, branches, leaves, and the 

bud. The important element of this investigation is the organization of 

branches and leaves. From the earlier exploration, we know that plants (trees 

and flowers) require CO2 and light to sustain a living condition.  
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2.4.2 Stomata 
 
The fundamental components explored in this section investigate the 

operation and movement of the stomata and its reaction process to a 

changing condition (the environment). Once examined, the study should 

determine the conceptual idea of how plant species operate and what 

mechanical operations could be extracted and applied to architecture as a 

means of biomimicry in a self-sustaining ventilative façade. 

 

Figure 2.4.2a, Leaf cross section:  World Book Encyclopedi. Chicago: World Book-Childcraft International, Inc., 
1979. 
  This page was last updated on 08/17/2009.  http://www.robinsonlibrary.com/science/botany/anatomy/insideleaf.htm 

 

The stomata, that we are concerned with, are surrounded by two guard cells. 

The guard cell hosts a variety of cell types. The typologies of cells regulate 

the flow and direction of such cells that initiate the overall composition for the 

stomata to grow. Most guard cell structures are "fused by their ventral walls." 

(figure 2.4.2b)   The essential process of guard cells is associated with the 

aggregation of such types because of the size and contraction process of the 
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cellular system. The most important factor is the variant thickening size of the 

ventral walls (cell walls) that regulates the overall process development. The 

sizes of the stomata are dictated by the contraction and size of the guard cells 

(surrounds the stomata). (see figure 2.4.2d)   There are two type of guard 

cells; elliptic cell (kidney-shaped) and graminaceous type. (see figure 2.4.2e)  

The first is found on most plant types that hold its aperture size contained in 

the concave of the leaf membrane, while the latter is restricted to plants such 

as grass and sedges. Guard cells and neighboring cell types determine the 

contractibility of stomata processes. These cells typically develop in the 

epidermis of the plant, contained at the lower end of the stomata system.  The 

size of the guard cell is determined by the conditions of the environment.  

 
 

 
 
Figure 2.4.2b, Guard cell diagram: Stomata / E. Stephen Martin, Maria  
E. Donkin, R. Andrew Stevens.  London : E. Arnold, 1983. 
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According to E. Stephen Martin, the "formation of stoma is initiated by an 

enzymatic breakdown of the pertinacious middle lamella of the fused ventral 

walls of the guard cell pair and the ultimate separation of the pair is probably 

facilitated by an increase in turgor in the cells which forces the thickened 

regions of the two cells outwards so that a pore forms between the two."41 

This takes us back to the two different cell types associated with guard cell 

types; elliptic and graminaceous.  The thickening of the cell not only helps the 

contraction/extraction process of stomata, but also provides a protective 

barrier allowing the pore to open in a way that limits exposure to exterior 

elements yet provides enough CO2 and water absorbtion. The two types of 

guard cells regulate this thickening process through the use of two different 

mechanisms. The elliptical has an increase of cell deposits into its ventral 

structure where the membrane is thickened but consists of two associated 

systems; the outter and inner margins of the wall. In most plant species, the 

outer is heavily subdued to most of the process development. And the ventral 

wall thickness in all plants whilst in some plant species, the inner helps with 

the development but in others it may be reduced or nonexistant. Either way, 

the ventral wall structure enables the stomata to form in an elliptical form. 

However, in the graminaceous cell, both the inner and outer regions are 

dependent on each other to form the thickness of the wall. Typically, when the 

guard cell structure meets maturity, after the thickening of the ventral wall, the 

																																																								
41	Martin, E. Stephen.   Stomata / E. Stephen Martin, Maria E. Donkin, R. Andrew Stevens.  London : E. Arnold, 
1983.p5 
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overall shap evolves into a "rod-like to form the typical dumbell-shaped."42 

The important connection here is how the guard cell reacts.  (see figure 

2.4.2f for diagram of guard cell)   

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Figure 2.4.2c Guard cell diagram: Stomata / E. Stephen Martin, Maria  
E. Donkin, R. Andrew Stevens.  London : E. Arnold, 1983. 
 

 

																																																								
42	Martin, E. Stephen.   Stomata / E. Stephen Martin, Maria E. Donkin, R. Andrew Stevens.  London : E. Arnold, 
1983.p5	
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Figure 2.4.2d  Guard cell diagram, opening and closure: Stomata / E. Stephen Martin, Maria  
E. Donkin, R. Andrew Stevens.  London : E. Arnold, 1983. 
 

 
 

 
Figure 2.4.2e   Diagram of stomota anatomy. source: http://image.wistatutor.com/content/tissues/stomata-protective-
tissue.jpeg. accessed 10/05/2011. 
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2.4.3 The process of stomata 
 
At this point, the stomata’s cellular structure size has been determined based 

on the guard cell type, their relation to the environment, and the speed of 

development. This next essential step analyzes the growth and absorption of 

molecules by the stomata. For any plant to achieve maturity, a certain quality 

and quantity of nutrients are required to process food for growth. This is 

achieved through the mechanical system of the stomata which operates in an 

"open and closed" procedure. This section will explore what causes this 

process to occur and what is absorbed and expelled. (figure 2.4.2G)   

 

 
Figure 2.4.2f Leaf cross-section diagram. source: 
http://plantcellbiology.masters.grkraj.org/html/Plant_Cellular_Physiology8-Loss_Of_Water_II-Transpiration.htm, 
accessed: 07/05/2011. 

  
The opening process of the stomata occurs at the guard cell structure. The 

guard cell plays an essential role in the opening process of the stomata 

through radial expansion. The expansion is controlled by the thickness of the 

ventral wall and the stimulation of the cellulose micellae which determines the 
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expansion in any given time of the guard cell. This expansion is further 

constrained by the orientation of polar direction movement from center to 

outer boundary of the wall structure which causes the stomata to open and 

close in a linear transition. "The resultant linear extension is restricted in the 

region adjacent to the stoma by the thickness ledges with the result that the 

cell bends away from the stoma to produce the opening movement."43 

Furthermore, the opening procedure helps the guard cells move in their 

respective degree. The guard cells are not independent in movement; they 

continuously need their neighboring cell walls to facilitate the extension and 

expansion movement. Usually, there are thin cell walls or membranes that 

surround the guard walls known as Hautgelenke (Germ 'skin hinges'). This 

layer "allows the guard cells to bulge into their adjacent cells to accommodate 

opening."44 In the absence of this layer, the guard cells would continue to 

open, or loose stability, increasing the stoma aperture where it is not needed. 

In the graminaceous, the region is a simplified version of the latter in that its 

guard cells and polar ends determine the aperture size. In this case, as the 

guard cells volume increases, its polar ends (at opposite ends of the 

structure) "balloon out and press(ed) against their opposite…" increasing the 

aperture size. This process resembles a rigid bounding region that moves in a 

linear direction while the later moves in all three directions; X, Y, and Z.  

  

																																																								
43	Martin, E. Stephen.   Stomata / E. Stephen Martin, Maria E. Donkin, R. Andrew Stevens.  London : E. Arnold, 
1983.p6	
44	Martin, E. Stephen.   Stomata / E. Stephen Martin, Maria E. Donkin, R. Andrew Stevens.  London : E. Arnold, 
1983.p6	
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The guard cell and its associated members determine the size and orientation 

of movement of the stoma in both dry and wet environmental conditions. The 

procedure illustrates how movement is assessed in a morphologic process 

where nature and its elements direct the movement of nutrients through the 

cellular wall. The implementation of simplistic infrastructure demonstrates the 

idea that less is suited for more. Plants and nature evolve over time to 

emerge from the seed to maturity, in the most efficient and simplistic 

methodology. The movement of the stomata, controlled by the guard cells is 

the major factor here. They act as a parameter component that determines 

the size of the aperture based on certain climatic systems. It determines 

whether the aperture should open and if gases will be absorbed or released. 

Since the stomata is located at the opposite end of the leaf (ventral wall), the 

careful assessment of gas exchange is taken into effect. In a drier climate, a 

stomata is reluctant to open its stomata in order to retain as much moisture as 

possible, especially during the midday hours. As heat increases, the stomata 

will become a closed system, storing the CO2 gas until the evening hours. 

The importance of this is that leaves have the mechanical properties to store 

a certain quantity of gases until its next cycle where it releases them.  (figure 

2.4.2g) 
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Figure 2.4.2g Diagram of the stomata processing nutrients and exchanging of gasses. source: 
http://image.wistatutor.com/content/respiration/exchange-of-gases-in-leaf.jpeg, accessed: 07/21/2011. 

  
Now to say that this process is contiguous throughout the world would imply 

that everything in nature follows one order. This is not the case; there are 

multiple orders that nature develops based on the region of their location. For 

example, a southern plant's stomata will react differently from those in the 

jungle or those in the north. Depending on the amount of heat, moisture, and 

UV ray absorption, the stomata will react differently. In a jungle, where 

moisture and heat become the environment components, two things are 

considered for guard cell movement. First, there are more stomata on the 

leaf, but much smaller than on the leaf in a dry climate. The second, is the 

amount of light transmitted along the surface. In a jungle, most vegetation 

either branches up above the high-rise of trees or is scattered along the 

surface of the terrain in great abundance.  The example here is important to 

understand because the jungle can illuminate variable aspects of plant growth 
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and behavior. For trees, most stems are higher than a 40 story building with a 

solid strong trunk. The reason for this is two-fold; height and efficiency. The 

higher the tree is, the more permeability of light transmission to the leaves, 

leaving more space below for other plants to flourish. The leaves will tend to 

grow in a clockwise orientation along its branches to capture the most light 

where needed. As the branches grow, more leaves will emerge, capitalizing 

on the most surface growth possible. The larger the leaf, the more surface are 

and the more CO2 absorption and O2 release. This is important for humans 

and all species that heavily depend on oxygen to breath.  Yet, the "...obvious 

difference between plants grow under contrasting environmental conditions, 

the total stomatal pore are comparatively stable because there is an inverse 

relationship between stomata size and density. Differences are found even 

within a single plant so that lower leaves tend to have larger but less 

numerous stomata than those of high insertion. "45 The rest of the vegetation 

that receives sun exposure will populate and adapt to its surroundings 

growing in a upward direction. Heat limits the movement of the guard cell to 

retain the moisture and gas in the leaf. At night, the oxygen gas is released in 

large amounts, adding to the ever-ending cycle of nature. 

  
 

																																																								
45		Martin, E. Stephen.   Stomata / E. Stephen Martin, Maria E. Donkin, R. Andrew Stevens.  London : E. Arnold, 
1983.p2	
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Figure 2.4.2h  Cellular wall and chamber diagram: the kit-of-part in a cellular structure with chloroplast in 
a leaf. source: http://www.skyitoutrc.com, accessed: 07/05/2011. 
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Figure 2.4.2i Diagram [cross section] leaf anatomy from one end of the skin to the other. source: 
http://www.classhelp.info/Biology/AUnit5CellEnergy.htm, accessed: 07/05/2011. 

  
2.4.4. Conclusion 
 
The complexity of this system from the north to the south could illuminate 

possible scenarios for vertical construction on a "skin" like façade system. 

The stomata in this case act as a ventilative and responsive system to the 

environment, maintaining its mechanical process of gas exchange and water 

retention. Now that the anatomy of the leaf has been explored, it is clear as to 

what enables the stomata to open and close and what major factors 

contribute to this process; the guard cell, heat, moisture, and UV ray 

absorption. The movement orientation from linear to the optimal direction (X, 
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Y, & Z) illustrates that not all leaves are the same. Some have the ability to 

open further while others are limited because of their environment and size. If 

a wall system could mimic that same ideology, it would deliver a new concept 

of ventilation to an exterior building façade; as a transmitted organic 

mechanical device. How this methodology can become articulated becomes 

the next focus of this research; the responsive skin assembly. 

 
 

2.5 Generative Patterns 
  
From the sound of a pin drop, to a ripple in the water surface, to the dynamic 

growth of plants, patterns influence every object that it affects, including all of 

our five senses. Our concern for patterns will focus on the definitive idea and 

its uses in areas of turbulence, branching, modularity, leaves, plants, packing, 

and architecture. The idea will be to understand how patterns work in a 

complex world, using available resources that nature has a tendency to limit. 

Each pattern type will give insights to how everything is set by parameters, 

thus limiting waste and defining a simple yet complex structure system. The 

conclusion will determine possible assemblies of apertures and structures for 

the project in design and fabrication as a qualitative and communicative 

device. 

 

2.5.1 What is a Pattern? 
 
A defined view of patterns from practitioners of science (nature), math, and 

architecture has been obscured in the past century. In this discourse, patterns 
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have been defined as a means or a model to replicate an element or an idea 

in a restrictive and predictable system. To some, patterns are visually 

appealing in arrangement with a structured order while to others, patterns are 

a visual distraction from the chaotic form. An example of a repetitive form is 

the M.C. Escher's 1938 woodcut, where the initial form (from top or bottom) 

starts with the fish (bottom) transforming into a duck (at top), see figure 

2.5.1a. Slight indications of changes throughout this process are controlled by 

variable elements that are subtracted and added to signify a change. Through 

this rhythmic idea, it delineates a system of transitional transformation that 

patterns in nature perform. However, "such fixed and predictable patterns as 

Escher’s woodcut are, of course, are never really found in nature. The design 

and placement of patterns in nature do not come from an artist’s hand but 

from the connected and dynamic interactions of natural objects in both space 

and time. They interact with each other and are all components of yet larger 

patterns.”46 

 
 
  

																																																								
46	Graham,	Bill,	What	is	a	Pattern	in	Nature.	(2011).	http://www.patternsinnature.org/blog/2011/what‐is‐a‐pattern‐in‐
nature/	
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Figure 2.5.1a, M.C. Escher's 1938 wood cut entitled    
"Sky and Water 1." 

 
 
 
 
In a more prominent and significant role to pattern study, Christopher 

Alexander’s search for pattern relationship to a language emerged in 1977 in 

his 253 spatial patterns research. His theory challenged the idea of pattern 

formation as a language that can be read in just about every moving (living or 

not) thing. He provided ideas that could connect individuals and cities to their 

environment as a complex and simple networks. His research has given 

people the ability to construct and design cities and communities as a 

theoretical and practical approach to living in a limitless world.  

 

Patterns emerged as a self-sustaining and repetitive idea that architects 

pushed to the side due to its limiting impact on design as a spatial device. 

Essentially, pattern generation has taken a back seat in the design world for 

the past 35 years until recently within the practice of morphogenetic design. 

Morphogenetic, or morpho-ecological design, is the ecological concept that 

addresses the relationship of organisms and the environment. This discussion 
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also involves the study of patterns found in nature as a structural and 

operative type. In the past 10-15 years, patterns have had a substantial 

impact in architecture because of its ability to explore surface molding using 

structural devices and new material that could either respond to nature or not.  

 

In mathematics, according to Lynn Arthur Steen, seek out patterns in logic, 

science, formulas, arithmetic, and geometry.  "Mathematics are terra 

incognita...in the common lay view, is a static discipline based on 

formulas...of arithmetic, geometry, algebra, and calculus."47 Math is not just 

about "number and shape but about pattern and order...arithmetic and 

geometry...are but two of many media in which mathematicians work." 

Everything has logic and a reason. This section will show how the very logic 

of how things occur is related to math or physics using basic arithmetic to 

calculus formulas. There are always variables that influence a line, curve, 

shape, or object for the formation that is delivered that could form a pattern.  

 

The term pattern, in nature, takes on a broader term than in math. Patterns 

are embedded in DNA of all living matter. They are the network of systems 

that transports nutrients, water, and cells in a dynamic structure. "In many 

cases, this complexity results in an emergent behavior or structure that 

manifests a mega-form or superorganism,"48 according to Bill Graham, marine 

																																																								
47	Steen,	L.	A.	(1990).	On	the	Shoulders	of	Giants:	New	Approaches	to	Numeracy.	Washington,	D.C.:	National	Academy	
Press.	p1.	
48	Graham,	Bill,	What	is	a	Pattern	in	Nature.	(2011).	http://www.patternsinnature.org/blog/2011/what‐is‐a‐pattern‐in‐
nature/	
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biologist and author of Patterns: The Art, Soul, and Science of Beholding 

Nature. The topic of discussion here will explore the anatomy of plants; 

specifically the cellular wall structure in pattern orientation. The complete 

anatomy of discussion can be found in section 2.3 and 2.4.   

 

The final exploration of pattern generative forms will be in architecture. The 

idea of a pattern in practice leans toward a repetitive, identical, or symmetrical 

form. In Islamic architecture, pattern forms emerged from an arithmetic order 

when every geometric system relied on each other to determine its next step 

in tessellation. In modern architecture, patterns play a more technical role 

permitting light and wind into the building; for example, the Arab d'Institute by 

Jean Nouvel. In the past 10-15 years, patterns have challenged the designer 

in form, structure, and material where a shape is no longer the determinate of 

a pattern's formulation as you will see in the mathematic discussion. Instead, 

the pattern relies on common segments or systems in a connective network. 

This radical adjustment is a dualism between connectivity and intelligence 

when defining space. The connection of patterns in nature and architecture 

play a critical role in surface and kinetic skin development because of its 

ability to connect with the environment and because of the artificial 

intelligence (technical) that emerges as an innovative interactive system. 

 

2.5.2 Patterns in Mathematics 
 
Generally, the term mathematics has been described as the approach to 

understanding logic and reason with precision in a scientific assembly of 
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shapes and numbers. This approach has been justified through the practicum 

of arithmetic from the education to research sectors. This section will explore 

how math (arithmetic) is used to define patterns regarded as either a basic or 

tessellation form. 

 

A basic form of a pattern can be argued to be formed by a set of points in 

space that are connected by line segments, reaching a precise moment in 

space. What defines those points is pre-determined by the nature of its 

organization. We know that 1+1=2 but what determines that exact calculation 

is confirmed by what you are instructed. If this calculation is correct by 

definition, then a point can be located anywhere in space as determined by a 

point of reference or a variant degree established by a formula or a table. We 

also know that a line is created by connecting two points or more in any given 

space. The way math can be used in this notion is defining first the point 

location in a X, Y, and Z coordinate, then determine the length, size, and 

direction of the line.  

 

In the connectivity of points to line segments, shapes begin to emerge as the 

segments are enclosed. A pattern does not need to be defined by its pattern 

form as you will see in nature. A pattern simply negates a form that could be 

repeated to fall into the repetitive notion or into a factoid system. However, 

our investigation is concerned with the undefined form that could form a 

pattern on its own.  
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Try to imagine a series of lines on a point grid or point cloud system. You 

have several single line segments connected to points as shown in figure 

2.5.2a. Now, if you were to change the order of those points but keep the 

lines connected, you would get a different configuration and a new pattern 

would emerge. Take the following example, a hair follicle (short) falls from the 

surface of the skin as one shaves. These follicles are straight because they 

may be too short to get a definitive curvature form. For the sake of the 

argument, they are straight like lines connecting to two points. Each follicle 

falls within two seconds to the hard surface in a "randomized" orientation. We 

say randomized because the term signifies an uncertainty to its location within 

a confined space. A single hair follicle will fall to the surface in less than two 

seconds (gravitational pull) but will land with an orientation that opposes the 

others. This occurrence is due to several variables such as weight, air mass 

density, and height of trajectory. A single strand will fall according to all 

measurable terms in a precise moment in space based on these 

assumptions. So what appears to be randomization is not because certain 

factors are at play to dictate the direction of the follicle.  
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Figure 2.5.2a, Image of hair follicles on a ceramic surface. This image illustrates the projectory controlled 
randomization. The intent is to understand how patterns form using precision based on variant factors such as 
weight, density, and projection of fall.    

 
 
 
Now imagine several hundred hair follicles falling at the same time. No two 

strands will land in the same direction or place because of our suggestive 

theory, causing a natural occurrence in their organization. Figure 2.5.2a 

illustrates how the follicles fall at what appears to be a randomized order. 

Notice the orientation is in opposing directions of its neighbor except for the 

few expected clusters. The clusters begin to mark a systematic pattern from 

its scattered parts.  
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Another assembly of patterns derived from the mathematical perspective is 

valued in precision and location along a spatial condition known as the 

coordinate system, X and Y. Imagine a grid spaced by its equal separated 

parts in all directions. Those divisions (line segments) are connected, by 

sharing a vertices or point, a point that is identify by a logical coordination 

system. If you take a series of those points on a grid and try to assemble 

through various line segments, you begin to establish a connection from one 

point to another, expanding into a repetitive motion until a pattern emerges. If 

one segment connects one point to another, the evolution of that connection 

will occur to the nearest point or its neighbor. The organization of the pattern 

emerges. However, there are moments in this connection where one point 

may connect to another at opposing ends of a spectrum in such an explosive 

way that the assembly becomes randomized. If this is the case, then there is 

a chance that segment occurrence may not re-exhibit in the same sequence. 

Refer to figure 2.5.2b for a descriptive language between the points and its 

segment. 

 
 

      
Figure 2.5.2b, Field of points and the segments that connect to the points. Source: Stevens, P. S. (1974). Patterns in 
Nature. Canada: Little, Brown & Company (Canada) Limited 
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This exploratory of chaotic evolution is known at Chaos Theory. Chaos 

Theory is the practice of understanding certain routine events on any given 

day only to be delivered with opposing results from the previous day even 

while using precise input force. The discussion of Chaos Theory is important 

because it may be able to shine some light on the developing system of 

pattern in nature and math but also in generative parametric patterns. What 

determines the next move or transformation of a pattern and how does its 

genetic makeup influence the next component in the series. Can it be 

predictable or not? 

 

Before the mid 1920s, scientists relied on the Quantum Mechanical Theory; 

where all things were caused by another in that "what went up had to come 

down, and that in only we could catch and tag every particle in the universe 

we could predict events from there on."49 This model has been in use for most 

governing practices from industrial to marketing systems, a.k.a., an old 

method. In the 1960’s, a new process of thinking and development emerged 

where regardless of the input energy at a constant rate, the output generated 

would always be different from the last. This transition from the cause and 

effect idea to unpredictability was known as Chaos Theory, developed by 

Edward Lorentz, professor at Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) 

while generating a weather model system. Based on a series of investigations 

(weather patterns), Lorentz explored an “extensive array of complex formulas 

																																																								
49	source:	Choas	theory	in	Practice.		http://www.abarim-
publications.com/ChaosTheoryIntroduction.html#.T1fJ4DCF9CB	(accessed	2011).	
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that kicked numbers around like an old pig skin. Clouds rose and winds blew, 

heat scourged or cold came creeping up the breeches."50 The point is that no 

matter the initial formula input or the first case system, the output result will be 

different from the previous condition every time, regardless of the same force 

applied, even in a controlled environment.  

 

Lorentz continued to examine system by inputting a variety of conditions 

halfway down the module to see if he could control the outcome and this is 

what occurred: 

 

"..that Lorentz was working with 

calculated the various 

parameters with an accuracy of 

six decimals. But the printout 

gave these numbers with a three 

decimal accuracy. So instead of 

inputting  

 

 
Figure 2.5.2c, Weather pattern simulation. Source: Choas 
theory in Practice. http://www.abarim-
publicatons.com/ChaosTheoryInstroduction.html 

	

certain numbers (like wind, temperature and stuff like that) as accurate as the 

computer had them, Lorentz settled for approximations; 5.123456 became 

5.123 (for instance). And that puny little inaccuracy appeared to amplify and 

cause the entire system to swing out of whack." 51 

																																																								
50	Source:	Choas	theory	in	Practice.			http://www.abarim-
publications.com/ChaosTheoryIntroduction.html#.T1fJ4DCF9CB	(accessed	2011).	
51	source:	Choas	theory	in	Practice.			http://www.abarim-
publications.com/ChaosTheoryIntroduction.html#.T1fJ4DCF9CB	(accessed	2012).	
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His studies revealed that no matter how precise mathematics can pinpoint a 

moment in the action, the end result continues to differ from the previous. 

This is said by using whole numbers measured to two decimal points. Lorentz 

does conclude that to predict an exact moment of an action in an exact 

location would require the use of precise numbers whose decimal locations 

could stretch to the power of 10000 or more. In most weather modeling 

pattern systems today, technology has the ability to calculate that moment in 

time of the generating weather pattern but even then, meteorologists still get 

the exact location of the storm wrong. This is the reason why you may see 

your forecast predicted up to 10 days in advance showing one thing, such as 

a sunny day every day, and then the next result may be a storm the next day. 

There are a lot of variables at play that alter these conditions, such as high 

and low pressure, wind, cold and warm fronts and jet streams that alter 

weather patterns, making it near impossible to pinpoint the exact location, the 

amount of, and the intensity of a weather pattern at any given moment. When 

it comes to the aggregates of shapes (similar to the model procedure above) 

derived from formulas, usually those segment dimensions are the result of the 

whole number, or with two decimal places, as opposed to nature which uses 

an endless streamline of data to determine variable outcomes that change 

anytime. 
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Now merge the scholastic arrangement of numbers and formulas typically 

used in math such as addition, subtraction, division, and multiplication (what 

most know) and integrate them into the segment dimensions to extend the 

length according to the parameters defined. Each segment within a pattern 

assembly will result in various sizes as the surface begins to alter in shape 

and scale or if the points on the surface change according to orientation or 

location. There is a reality of understanding the initial geometry and the final 

transformation on a surface but what happens between the start and end is 

the unpredictable idea when a surface becomes complex. The occurrence 

rests in the formula determined by the segmentation of a surface that is either 

from a triangulated, rectilinear, or quadrilateral grid system. Based on these 

parameters, a geometry can take on its own transformation when the length 

of the segment is established from one connective point to another. Again, 

the precise location and exact moment of a change can only be determined 

by an algorithmic process. This process requires the intense use of algebraic 

formulas to determine the precise moment of change which could involve a 

complex series of formulas, hence the reason to use grasshopper or other 

generative programs to determine the next move expressed in self-similarity 

and tessellation. 

 

Another pattern type using mathematics is self-similarity. Self-similarity is "the 

repetition of a shape, form or behavior on different levels of complexity. Not 

as an identical copy, but as a variation of the same basic shape...where is 
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may consist of...a large number of elements [that] may form a shape that is 

derived from the shape of one element. And because no element can be 

coerced to follow a certain path, no large number of elements will display the 

exact same pattern as another group. Patterns caused by large numbers of 

elements are alike but never the same."52 For example, in snowflakes, the 

geometric formation starts out as a single shape but develops its own set of 

rules governed by the amount of water and air pressure from the atmosphere 

to the ground. Its pattern will continue to expand from its center, multiplying 

the shapes from core to end. The multiplication process continues until there 

is no more moisture for growth. This procedure is also known as fractals. A 

prime example of a fractal is found in a generate set known as the Mandelbrot 

set, where a geometric form is initiated and multiplied over and over again. 

 

                
Figure 2.5.2d, Fractal, Mandelbrot set          Figure 2.5.2e, Mandelbrot set, fractal composition. 
source: www.rupert.id.au/fractals.images         source: www.match.rice.edu/~lanius/frac/ 

 
 

																																																								
52	source:	Chaos	Theory.	http://www.abarim‐publications.com/SelfSimilarity.html#.T37pUTCF9CA.	(accessed	2012).	
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Figure 2.5.2f, Fractals cross-examined. Mandelbrot set. source: Romera, M., Instritutdo de Fisica Aplicada, Consejo  
de Investigaciones Cientificas, Serrano 144, 28006  Madrid, Spain. 

 
 
Fractals are the arrangement of self-similarities expanding by dividing the 

original shape or object into multiple parts that mimic the other. One example 

is the triangle where each segment is divided into two or three parts and a 

smaller version of the shape attached to what was divided. There is a process 

of proportion that occurs in most cases, the geometry is multiplied by 2, 3, 5 

times the original until the maximum potential is reached. This similarity was 

discovered by Swedish mathematician Helge von Koch in the Koch snow 

flake. "He took a triangle and added a similar but smaller triangle to each of 

the sides of the first one. Then he added smaller triangles to the sides of the 

second ones, again to the sides of the third ones, and so on at infinitum."53 If 

the shape continues, and at one point it enlarges due to an influx in segment 

scale or orientation, the geometry will either grow or scale down from its 

																																																								
53	source:	Chaos	Theory.	http://www.abarim‐publications.com/SelfSimilarity.html#.T37pUTCF9CA.	(accessed	2012).	
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counterpart. This process of growth will decrease the number of geometries 

contained within a whole while the scale down version may increase in 

quantity. Fractals are among the closest reality understood in pattern 

generation due to their approximate dimension and close parametric limits. 

Each segment of a general shape can be mapped in a field of points with 

exact precision regardless of the fractal size. This is in a sense the major 

complex reality of parametric design in that the general shape is initiated then 

transformed by scale to deliver a new whole; one part of parametric by 2/3 of 

nature in design. 

 
Other type of Fractals. 

 
Figure 2.5.2g, Fractals, composition of circles multiplied in a driven parameter. source: www.sma- 
shingmagazine.com/2009/04/26/black-and-white-fractals-that-capture-creativity/ 
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Figure 2.5.2h, Fractal sequence of Romanesco broccoli. source:  
Http://pdphoto.org/picturedetail.php?mat=pdef&pg=8232 

 
 
 

2.5.3 Patterns in Nature 
	
The initial building blocks of all living matter stems from a single nucleus with 

a complex DNA and RNA code. From that code, the nucleus will split, forming 

other cellular structures that eventually multiply into a whole. From the basic 

building block to the most complex structure series, nature has a tendency to 

develop itself to meet the demands of its existing environment with as little 

energy input as possible. In most plants, their genetic structure, more 

specifically the leaf, consists of several thousands of cellular structures that 

perform a similar function if not the same. This section will explore how 
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patterns are utilized in nature and understand the basic pattern types in 

nature. The subject of discussion of plants has been explored in the previous 

section that dissects the anatomy of plants from skin to structure, revealing 

generative pattern growth. This phase will investigate other pattern types that 

are interwoven in nature from a ripple effect to a structural pattern assembly. 

 

Imagine a field of points defined by a location where mathematical language 

delivers exact approximation. We know that patterns use formulas to define 

an end result. However, there are certain cases when formulas can be 

combined into a "pot" where variables (similar to its predecessor or not) can 

alter the outcome in an unpredictable state (previously explore with patterns 

in math; chaos theory). In nature, certain outcomes in pattern generation are 

handled with precise allocations of components or groups. Referring back to 

Edward Lorentz's experiment, in the weather model, inputting decimal 

numbers closer to a whole number drastically changes the outcome, making 

the predictability of the end result unclear. It is said that one can input a whole 

number to predict a calculated outcome when the event is far from the 

present or estimated. However, as the future becomes the present, that event 

requires the exact approximation to determine the absolute time, location, and 

translation of that event to pass. Nature teaches that no matter how intuitive 

our gadgets become the exact time frame of an event is only an overall 

estimation or speculation.  One cannot predict what nature will do even in the 

present. This transition holds true for plant structure in pattern generation and 
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species in pattern behavior. We will examine two pattern typologies that are 

widely explored; spiral and compacting.  

 

Returning to the main focus, a variety of patterns can be generated simply by 

defining the point where line segments can connect to determine a pattern 

like structure. According to Peter S. Stevens, "it turns out that we can draw a 

number of different patterns that meet those requirements and that the 

different patterns have different geometrical attributes."54 Again, assuming 

that the field of points is limited in their location and using whole numbers, 

one can generate a variety of patterns to simulate the following; a vortex, 

spiral, and meander (branching), or explosive. As long as the initial starting 

point is defined, the segments can connect in any direction instructed by the 

first equation or input to the extents of the parameter. In figure 2.5.3a, the 

plane segments connect to each point in an order summation starting at the 

center and working its way to the parameter as an expansion of growth. The 

line begins connecting at intervals where you see segments in a rhythmic 

pattern such as 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 3, 2, 3, 3, 3, 3, 4, 3, 4, and so on. 

This arrangement reveals that in nature, there is an order to living structures 

that supports life in precise moments but is adaptable. It allows the spiral 

formation to emerge by altering one step in the series in a double step then 

back to the original set. This generation is seen in most plant types from the 

sunflower to the orientation of leaves on a stem, or the meristem in this case. 

																																																								
54	Stevens,	P.	S.	(1974).	Patterns	in	Nature.	Canada:	Little,	Brown	&	Company	(Canada)	Limited.	p39.	
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The rotation, or spiral effect, allows certain nutrients to trickle down the veins 

to the roots. From the earlier discussion, the arrangement of leaves on the 

stem is displaced on purpose because of certain conditions the plant endures 

such as; sunlight intensity, climate, competitors, soil type, and air quality. 

Depending on the intensity of the light, the leaves will be oriented in such a 

way to maximize light absorbance. 

 

          
 
Figure 2.5.3a, Field of points and the segments that connect to the points. Source: Stevens, P. S. (1974). Patterns in 
Nature. Canada: Little, Brown & Company (Canada) Limited 

 
 
In the quest for a connection between mathematics and nature in defining the 

rule of patter, the sunflower is the prime example because it inherits a formula 

of configuration; both Fibonacci and Golden Section rule. According to 

Cristobal Vila, director of Nature by Numbers, "the values of this sequence [of 

natural numbers] have been appearing in numerous applications, but one of 

the most recognized is the Fibonacci and Golden Spiral (a type of logarithmic 

spiral) because it is easier to represent with help of a simple drawing 

compass." 
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The Golden Spiral is defined by a proportional rule of 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 

and so on. This spiral starts at the epicenter and branches in a counter-

clockwise direction until it reaches the boundary constraint. This system can 

be interpreted several times (21 times) precisely while the Fibonacci series 

occurs 34 times, in the same direction to a set proportional rule. This 

arrangement tells us that nature orients its components (leaves) in a way that 

is most efficient for the plant to absorb the nutrients it needs to survive. The 

configuration is perfect because it enables high compactability and efficiency 

using the proportional value of 1.62803399 known as Phi. However, the 

plants do not know or use mathematics or proportional rules that we perceive 

to be the correct reason to their order. We applied a visual aid to help us 

determine the correct orientation and process of development of plants in a 

structured and organization assembly. 

 
 

 
Figure 2.5.3b, Fibonacci Sequence. Source: Cristobal Vila, February 2011. 
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Figure 2.5.3c, Nautilus Spiral vs. Golden Spiral. Source: Cristobal Vila, February 2011. 
http://www.etereaestudios.com/docs_html/nbyn_htm/about_index.htm 

 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 2.5.3d, Phi sequence equation. Source: Cristobal	Vila,	February	2011.	
http://www.etereaestudios.com/docs_html/nbyn_htm/about_index.htm 
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Figure 2.5.3e, Sunflower. Source: Rob Diaz, ARCH 5303, Fibonacci study 

 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2.5.3f, Fibonacci, image 1| Golden section, image 2. Source: Cristobal Vila, February 2011. 
http://www.etereaestudios.com/docs_html/nbyn_htm/about_index.htm 
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        Figure 2.5.3g, Sunflower. Source: Rob	Diaz,	ARCH	5303,	Fibonacci	study	
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Figure 2.5.3h, Study of spiral pattern on a point system. Spirals in nature favor the right-hand or clockwise direction. 
However, in examples like the Nauctilus, the spiral revolves in a counter-clock wise direction.. Source: Stevens,	P.	S.	
(1974).	Patterns	in	Nature.	Canada:	Little,	Brown	&	Company	(Canada)	Limited.	pp	132‐133. 
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Figure 2.5.3i, Study of spirals. Interlocking of Golden section and Fibonacci sequence. Source: Stevens,	P.	S.	(1974).	
Patterns	in	Nature.	Canada:	Little,	Brown	&	Company	(Canada)	Limited.	p133. 
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Continuing the discussion of spiral, nature uses spirals on various levels to 

either act as protective barriers or growth and response mechanisms. Such 

examples can be found in the tendril of plants or the anatomy of seashells; 

the Nautilus. The discussion will begin with the tendril. According to Stevens, 

"the grasping tendrils of plants also show a balance between opposite curls. 

As shown in figure 2.5.3j, the curl of the tendril moves outward from the stem 

toward the stick or string or whatever the tendril has grasped, and, at the 

same time, a curl moves backward from that pint of attachment toward the 

stem. In the middle of the tendril those two oppositely moving curls cancel or 

neutralize each other in an uncoiled link of vine."55 The spiral of the tendril 

allows the plant to affirm a tough grip on the subject. The spiral, in this case, 

increases the endurance and strength of the plant to where the stem acts as 

a support or substance. Steven further emphasizes that "nature favors right-

handed nucleic acids, alpha helixes, collagen fibers, cilia, and proteins. Those 

forms all curl clockwise when going away from you, like a conventional wood 

screw. Why is the clockwise spiral favored? No one knows. Perhaps it was 

only an evolutionary accident -- the right-handed form happened to make up 

the organisms that were more fit than their competitors. At a larger scale, 

forms of life spiral either way: the tendril of the morning glory to the right 

(opposite) to the twist of its blossom and the honeysuckle to the left. When 

they meet they flail about in a hapless tangle."56  

 

																																																								
55	Stevens,	P.	S.	(1974).	Patterns	in	Nature.	Canada:	Little,	Brown	&	Company	(Canada)	Limited.	pp.84‐85.	
56	Stevens,	P.	S.	(1974).	Patterns	in	Nature.	Canada:	Little,	Brown	&	Company	(Canada)	Limited.	pp.84‐85.	
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Figure 2.5.3j, Tendrils, Vermicularia spirata. Source: Stevens, P. S. (1974). Patterns in Nature. Canada: Little, 
Brown & Company (Canada) Limited. pp81-84. 

 
In nature, the spiral plays a major role for sea life such as the structure of 

crustaceans, shrimp, seaweed, seashells, and ocean currents to name a few. 

For the seashell, the orientation of the shell is directed by the growth pattern 

from inside out. As the creature grows, the shell expands in an outward 

fashion to increase its size. The outer portion will become larger than the 

center. The center is where the creature originates. "The key to maintaining 

the spiral growth of the shell is to allow the outer surface, the surface farthest 

from the axis around which the coiling takes places, to grow more than the 

inner surface. That difference in growth automatically causes the coiling to 

take place. Again, no gene need remember or plan the final shape of the 
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shell; it need only facilitate a difference in growth between the inner and outer 

parts."57 

 

 
Figure 2.5.3k, Nautilus shell. Source: Stevens,	P.	S.	(1974).		
Patterns	in	Nature.	Canada:	Little,	Brown	&	Company	(Canada)		
Limited.	p88. 

 
 
 
In certain mammals, the spiral is used as a defense mechanism to ward off 

prey or to show off to the opposite sex their virility. In mountain sheep, their 

horns grow in the opposite spiral condition than that of a seashell. The 

curvature of the horn curls clockwise where the base (the attachment of the 

horn to the skull) is larger than the end tips. The larger and wider the base tip, 

the strong and more endurance the male mountain sheep. The male proves 

																																																								
57	Stevens,	P.	S.	(1974).	Patterns	in	Nature.	Canada:	Little,	Brown	&	Company	(Canada)	Limited.	pp88‐89.	
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to the female his strength through the size of the horn, especially in battle with 

another. "If, at the base of the horn, the leading edge grows more than the 

trailing edge, the horn curls back, If at the base, the inside surface which 

faces the other horn grows more than the outside surface, the horn curls 

outward. The combination of the two curls, the backward with the outward, 

results in the helix or corkscrew that we see in the horns of the mountain seep 

(figure 2.5.3l)."58 

 
 

 
Figure 2.5.3l, Mountain sheep, horns. Source: Stevens, P. S. (1974).  
Patterns in Nature. Canada: Little, Brown & Company (Canada)  
Limited. p89. 

 
 
Essentially, the spiral has a set of rules that govern its parameter, orientation, 

and location. The diagrams below express the various adaptable conditions 

where all species inherit a physical visual to the DNA code inside them. 

Stevens points out the following: 

 

 "The angle only sets the points in the proper relation to one another, so 

that each point makes a small angle with the older point in the previous whorl 

																																																								
58	Stevens,	P.	S.	(1974).	Patterns	in	Nature.	Canada:	Little,	Brown	&	Company	(Canada)	Limited.	p89.	
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and a large angle with the younger point. That relations comes about quit 

naturally in the meristem of the plant as a direct result of each stalk's fitting 

the gaps of other stalks; but to draw the relation in a two-dimensional 

diagram, we have to use some mathematics. It happens that the special 

angle of nearly 137.5˚ is 350˚ times (3-√5)/2 and that in terms of the golden 

section, 0 or 0.618 . . ., it is 360˚ times 0 squared. In terms of the Fibonacci 

series it approximates 360˚ times one term in the series divided by the term 

directly after the next succeeding one. Thus the angle has a definite meaning 

in terms of the golden section and the Fibonacci series, but, of course, the 

growing plant does not care about such matters. The plan uses no 

mathematics, it simply grows the stalks where they have the most room; we 

introduce the mathematic in order to describe the three-dimensional pattern of 

growth with a two-dimensional diagram."59 

 

In general, the spiral configuration allows certain variables to occur other than 

generating a pattern, per se. In the example of the meristem and arrangement 

of leaves, the orientation of leaf placement is based on the thickness of the 

stem and amount of available light absorption. Some leaves may be spaced 

further than others depending on the environment. For the sunflower, a spiral 

helps release the compact tension held within the seed configuration for 

proper growth and pollination. In some cases, spirals promote strength, 

growth, and male virility as shown in the previous mountain sheep example. 

																																																								
59	Stevens,	P.	S.	(1974).	Patterns	in	Nature.	Canada:	Little,	Brown	&	Company	(Canada)	Limited.	pp161‐164.	
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All examples considered are based off of what nature has selected for each 

species according to the surrounding environment, climate and competitors.  

 

The next case of consideration for generative patterns is in a structure known 

as compacting or cracking. First, compacting is the process where multiple 

perceived geometries in nature are compacted to the simple notion of 

efficiency and stability. One clear example is shown in the anatomy of the leaf 

where the cellular structure is connected by similar walls that meet and 

transport nutrients and light. When the leaf matures, it will carry nutrients 

down large veins located in the central core of the leaf, involving a network of 

systems to increase productivity and release the excrement known as 

oxygen. The cross-section (figure 2.4.2h) will reveal the structural network 

assembled similar to our skin. Each perceived geometry or cell cavity has its 

own wall, membrane, chloroplasts, spongy tissue, and stomata. The 

interesting part of the anatomy is the reaction of the chloroplast when in 

contact with light waves. As more light penetrates the leaf, the chloroplast will 

protect the cell membrane by hugging the perimeter of the wall in a rapid 

motion. On a cloudy day, the chloroplast will move slower to accommodate 

for the loss of light, trying to retain as much energy as possible. With that 

said, the organization of the cell wall is absolutely critical in passing nutrients 

from one component to the next. The cell wall is a "hexagonal" type shape 

with a soft liquid membrane on the inner wall. It relies on its neighbor to act as 

a channel to reach the vein so that the nutrients can reach the base of the 
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plant. This unique arrangement allows nature to efficiently compact as much 

data about the plant with minimal surface area so the leaf can absorb as 

much light and water as possible. Nature does not know that it is generating 

patterns. Humans perceive patterns in nature's way of producing a self-

sustaining method to survive.  

 

Cracking is similar to compacting in objects except it is the applied outward 

force in an object under immense stress or tension. It is the point where an 

object is about to give to the intense force that it cracks in a mathematical 

organization. First, the "rupture occurs right where the stress arises, first in 

one section and then in another. By observing the lengths of the cracks and 

noting which ones pass through others and which are interrupted, you can, to 

a large extent, determine the order in which the fissures occurred."60 Each 

crack that occurs splits the entire geometry into an unequal part until it 

reaches a moment where the material may be resistant. At that point, the 

crack will either split like a fork in the road or split at right angles. Those 

angles further divide the surface until it meets its opposing moment in which 

the crack will emerge perpendicularly to the next. In most cases, the crack 

direction and orientation will revolve around 120˚ and 90˚ forming a 5-6 side 

component. Some materials, such as elastic, have the tendency to crack at 

120˚, while inelastic material cracks from at 90˚. However, most permeable 

material have a combination of the rule because when you have a material 

that cracks at 120˚ and it continues to crack due to applied pressure, the 
																																																								
60	Stevens,	P.	S.	(1974).	Patterns	in	Nature.	Canada:	Little,	Brown	&	Company	(Canada)	Limited.	p207.	
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divided surface will continue to release, forming new cracks and eventually 

hitting another until at 90˚. From a distance, the pattern emerges based on a 

governing set of variables and mathematical sequences.  

 

Of the general patterns found in nature, these two defined and explored 

patterns provide a wealth of data to develop a responsive facade that mimics 

the fundamentals of nature. The angular projections of components onto a 

surface begin to construct a delicate aggregate that will generate a pattern for 

the structure and or skin assembly. We know that from nature, a set of rules 

help negotiate the behavior and transport a network into a unified system to 

perform well under adaptable conditions. Nature "requires an economical 

network, she must use three-way joints. Again we find that nature cannot 

build anything she pleases in any way that she pleases. She must use 

patterns of hexagons, that is to say, three-way corners, in order to save 

material, and she must use other modules with those hexagons in order to 

enclose space."61 In conclusion, the method applied will inherit the 

fundamentals of nature's processes, using less material with geometric forms 

to deliver a responsive system to the double facade. 

 
 

2.5.4 Patterns in Architecture 
	
Pattern generation has had an outstanding participation in architecture from 

an aesthetic viewpoint from surface manipulation to a tessellation generative 

																																																								
61	Stevens,	P.	S.	(1974).	Patterns	in	Nature.	Canada:	Little,	Brown	&	Company	(Canada)	Limited.	p222.	
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structural network. In this section, we will explore what types of patterns have 

had an impact in architecture and for what purpose they were originally used, 

either social, religious, or practice. From a classical ornamentation or 

decorative piece to a more complex transgression system, patterns continue 

to challenge the spatial relationship of all space we inhabit. However, patterns 

have the tendency to connect us to logic and reason as a binary controlled 

system that follows either (1) an ordered and rigid matrix set by a repetitive 

conclusion with absolute little room for change, or (2) where patterns evolve 

from a general idea or form as a single "cell" and transform into an 

intelligent/innovative series that takes on a whole new identity.   

 

Architecture, in practice, has embraced this amplitude for structure and 

ornamental application through the manifestation of patterns to structural 

complexes that may mimic nature. One example is in Islamic architecture, the 

Mezquita (Great Mosque) in Cordoba, Spain (ad 784) (figure 2.5.4a) where it 

demonstrates a variety of pattern configurations from arches to aesthetic 

geometries. The first, a repetitive form of arches, are stretched across the 

mosque to obscure the visual perception as one enters, creating a visual 

pattern transformation. The second is repetitive geometries laid out 

throughout the mosque. The most prominent is the rectangular shapes that 

hug the arches. The idea of this configuration is a doppler effect toward the 

enemy in a time of war or hostility. Islamic architecture fundamentally uses 

pattern generative forms as a methodological approach to the concept of 
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Nizam where wisdom (tawhid) is the cognitive reality of recognition and 

formulation of idea and thoughts. 

 
 
 

 
 
Figure 2.5.4a: Image of the Mezquita (Great Mosque) illustrating a perspective view at columns and arches to 
convey the idea of pattern  transformation by visual perception. Also, other patterns are incorporated like the red 
stripes on the arches.    
 

 
 
Patterns in architecture have taken precedence in structure and aesthetic to 

deliver a function in relation to space and order. The idea that patterns are 

only connected as a visual quality denounces the role of pattern generation 

as constructive and structural assembly. According to Mark Garcia, patterns 

"combine visual, tangible, ornamental, decorative, structural, material, and 

formal with those that are simultaneously patterned in multi-critical, 
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consilience, research-based, interactive, ephemeral, informed, 

multidisciplinary and technological innovative ways."62 They have the ability to 

deconstruct the orthogonal and rigid volume into a space that becomes 

connected with the use on an emotional and realistic level. Patterns do more 

than please the visual concept; they build on the past of a culture and 

simulate the different complexities of the present and future. In place of a 

theoretical approach to design with patterns, in his Timaeus, Plato was 

among the first to reference patterns as a spatial device and a closed network 

of packed solids or geometric forms that is connected with the surrounding 

environment. Patterns can be seen in the genetic makeup of DNA and RNAof 

all living matter, even in the fossils of the dead.  

 

 

Moving from the earlier century to the 17-19th century where patterns have 

taken a more important role in the order of space and function takes us to the 

rise of the Industrial Revolution. A time where man and machine were 

working together to achieve an end result faster than before. Patterns were 

depicted as an efficient statue of production for precision on delivering 

products fast. From the automobile to the tin can of food, configurations of 

factories and behavioral patterns of people working were developing a system 

that repeated itself and a monochromatic style of deliverance to meet the 

growing demand globally. This might not have been the most intelligent use of 

																																																								
62	Garcia,	M.	(2010).	Patterns	of	Architecture	and	Spatial	Design.	(M.	Garcia,	Ed.)	Architectural	Design	,	79	(6),	p.16.	
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patterns as a generative formulation but it goes to show that they [patterns] 

do have a direct impact on production from machine to design. 

 

At the turn of the 20th century, patterns moved from a mechanical identity to a 

more functional art and responsive formulation. Garcia points out that "the 

modern period also produced psychological theorisations of pattern with the 

founding of the Gestalt (German for 'pattern') school of psychology in 1912. 

And it was also during this warring period that multivalent Surrealist morphing 

patterns, camouflage and the use of patterns design for security, privacy, 

dematerialization and disguise/disarticulaton in space was popularized."63 He 

continues by adding that patterns helped recognize certain values in 

networking and technical mainstream communication that would later initiate 

the Internet, artificial intelligence, robotics, and biomedical discoveries.  

 

During this time, architects emphasized the use of patterns as more of a 

social and communicative device through city planning, mass production of 

housing (balloon-frame design), urban development, traffic deployment, and 

so on. Key elements such as the grid and rectilinear buildings chartered the 

pattern generation into a fast pace marketing device that would again, take 

another hit by the "cookie-cutter" catastrophe. Patterns have an identity and 

function whether they begin as one shape or another and merge into another 

identity. In most cases, as apparent with our city layouts, the pattern is 

																																																								
63	Garcia,	M.	(2010).	Patterns	of	Architecture	and	Spatial	Design.	(M.	Garcia,	Ed.)	Architectural	Design	,	79	(6),	p.12.	
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consistent and offers development a means for efficiency. If we look at the 

works of Le Corbusier in city planning of Plan Voisin, this new plan calls for a 

demolition of the right bank of Paris where a new infrastructure based on a L-

shaped network connected with a rigid orthogonal system as a means to 

increase pedestrian safety, circulate traffic congestion, and act as the 

epicenter of commerce and government. According to Marybeth Shaw in 

Promoting an Urban Vision: Le Corbusier and the Plan Voisin; 

 

 Paris would become the world's foremost city of administration. The 
 centralization of business--a brain center--was very much in alignment 
 with prevailing ideas of scientific management and faith in the private 
 sector. Low-rise government buildings were abandoned to the 
residential  quarter, perhaps in anticipation of their hoped-for decreasing 
utility. The  skyscrapers were the headquarters of elite industrialists, those 
who would  administer industrial production to the benefit of all, and dissolve 
the need  for a public sector 
 

The grid becomes the formal spatial arrangement where everything else will 

follow as a network of cells or "pods". Low-rise buildings would be subjected 

to the rectilinear system that is exactly identical to the next one. Business 

towers would rise above the skyline to signify dominance for the elite social 

class. Again, according to the image, Le Corbusier's vision calls for a similar 

repertoire of design throughout the scheme of the city plan. What is important 

about this arrangement is how the buildings respond to the rigid grid structure 

and where the envelopes must follow to be economically correct. In theory, 

the grid helps with congestion and secure safety along busy corridors. 

However, this plan did not take into account the explosion of the mass 
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production of vehicles that would soon follow. As a metropolitan ciy, Paris 

relied heavily on mass transit as a means for transportation; therefore, the 

need for wider streets and ease of flow of traffic was not a great concern. 

Patterns are best generated when there is just enough energy applied to a 

given surface or space and uses as little resources as possible. This grid 

structure works well in a small scaled city but when you reach mega cities like 

Tokyo and New York, the grid becomes a problem because congestion 

increases due to vehicular and pedestrian traffic. There has been much 

debate whether the orthogonal vs. non-orthogonal plan is more efficient than 

the other. That debate is not opened here, except only to analyze how 

patterns affect our perception of operation through structure, circulation, and 

organization.  

 
 

 
 
Figure 2.5.4b, Plan Voisin, Le Corbusier . Source:  
Shaw, Marybeth, Promoting an Urban Vision: Le Corbusier  
and the Plan Voisin, A.B. Smith College. 1984.  
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Figure 2.5.4c, Plan Voisin Arial, Le Corbusier . Source: Shaw, Marybeth, Promoting an Urban Vision: Le Corbusier 
and the Plan Voisin, A.B. Smith College. 1984.  
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Figure 2.5.4d, Plan Voisin, Le Corbusier, sketch of business towers. Source: Shaw, Marybeth, Promoting an Urban 
Vision: Le Corbusier and the Plan Voisin, A.B. Smith College. 1984.  

 
 
The previous case of Le Corbusier's Plan Voisin illustrates how patterns can 

effect one's perception of organization, planning, production, social 

connection, and cultural balance. In a place like Paris where you go from a 

non-orthogonal plan to a rigid system, it does not work. Patterns work in a 

gradual transformation transition. They do not move from one type into an 

abrupt different type. Nature is a prime example of this where the structure of 

leaves rely on a network of cellular structure to perform and function in a way 

that responds to its neighboring cell and then carries the nutrients to the next 

with as little energy as possible. This could mean that a geometric shape or 
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component within geometry could have a segment (side of geometry) with a 

different dimension than its counterpart to move different elements quickly 

and efficiently. The grid does the opposite. All segments are the same 

regardless of size or transitional period, giving the elements a standard period 

of response time where nature does not abide, especially people. We have 

been trained to follow the "yellow brick road" and to stay within the lines, but 

human behavioral patterns tend to move in curvilinear strides because it is 

based on the most efficient method available. Pattern generation does the 

same thing.  

 

One good example of geometric translation on a surface is the use of 

tessellation.  In the book, Digital Fabrications by Lisa Iwamoto, she argues 

that tessellations are essentially "a collection of pieces that fit together without 

gaps to form a plan or surface."64 All geometric forms are placed on the 

surface and each component has its place where no other component can fit, 

similar to a puzzle. Every piece has its own location along the X, Y, and Z 

coordinate. These pieces act as a structural component for a surface or skin 

where the frame is the structure and the "cells" are the interactive connection 

of space and order. The tessellation has the ability to define a space or use 

the results as a symbolic idea to achieve a powerful meaning to transition 

from one period to the next. The next few examples will exemplify that 

defining location of a space. 

																																																								
64	Iwamoto,	L.	(2009).	Digital	Fabrications:	Architectural	and	Material	Techniques.	New	York:	Princeton	Architectural	
Press.	p34	
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According to Iwamoto, tessellation or generative pattern formation is 

"becoming increasingly relevant to building as architects strive to mark large, 

often complex, forms and surfaces with standard-size sheet materials. 

Whereas in modern architecture tessellation has been the result of using 

industrialized products such as ceramic tiles, siding, and bricks, it can also be 

created from nonstandard units. Architects have certainly made intricate 

patterns from conventional materials such as brick and masonry, but tiling has 

found new potency in the arena of digital manufacture. This has unique 

abilities to modulate, design, and build custom panels using digital-

manufacturing techniques, cut pieces from larger stock in multiple 

differentiated size and shapes." The variety of sizes and shapes are result of 

the surface, NURBS, and/or meshes orientation, scale, and division of 

segments. These components in the pattern help determine the next set or 

the rule that the tessellation follows to develop a corresponding series. 

Meaning, all components of a tessellation rely on the surrounding to develop 

the next set so that each one will fit structurally.” 65 In a tessellation, there are 

two primary geometries that are widely used as a starting base for geometric 

transformation; triangles and quadrilaterals. They are easily manipulated 

along the surface and divided where they are connected by vertices, edges, 

and faces. The segmentation of the tessellation is dependent upon the 

curvature of the surface and the quantity and scale of the geometries. Some 

can result in a crude and rigid output, while others can result in a smooth 
																																																								
65	Iwamoto,	L.	(2009).	p34.	
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transition from the original form to a more complex series. The following 

projects will examine various situations of a tessellation and its ability to adapt 

to the context and complex surfaces. 

 

2.5.4a Domoterra Lounge, ETH Zurich, 2007 
The dynamic wall of Domoterra Lounge is an investigation of adapting 

robotics and algorithmic assembly through the means of digital fabrication. 

We know that robotics have had a robust impact on manufacturing where 

they have the ability to weld, polish, drill, cut, trim, design, and even fabricate 

products under tight deadlines. The practice of robotics in architecture as a 

fabrication model has opened up the possibilities of design through the 

rasterization of geometric assembly and pattern regeneration. The wall is 

assembled based on the fundamental process of computerized manufacturing 

and generative component software that communicates to the robotic arm the 

exact layering position of brick and connection. This procedure is seen in 

figure 2.5.4e (T38) as the robot places the brick at a precise angle. The brick 

orientation begins as a simple layout but begins to alter its transition from one 

angle to another, changing to visual and physical perception of a wall. The 

idea of tessellation is satisfied because it connects with the transitional 

movement of geometries that in elevation view, appears as if it has been 

altered. Tessellation does not necessarily mean a literal transition from one 

scope to the next, but only that it satisfies a connection with structure and 

geometric complete assembly and position. The robot continues to place 
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each brick on the next level at its precise moment in vertical and horizontal 

orientation.  

 

 
 
Figure 2.5.4e, Production of brick fabricated wall. Domoterra Lounge, ETH Surich, 2007. Iwamoto, L. (2009). 
Flexible Production of Building Elements, ROB Technologies AG. http://www.rob-
technologies.com/en/projects/bricks, access 1/21/2012.  

 
 

   
 
Figure 2.5.4f-g, robotic arm assebles wall to a final composition. Domoterra Lounge, ETH Surich, 2007. Iwamoto, L. 
(2009). Flexible Production of Building Elements, ROB Technologies AG. http://www.rob-
technologies.com/en/projects/bricks, access 1/21/2012.  
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Figure 2.5.4h, Robotic arm 3.4 competed. Domoterra Lounge, ETH Surich, 2007. Iwamoto, L. (2009). Flexible 
Production of Building Elements, ROB Technologies AG. http://www.rob-technologies.com/en/projects/bricks, access 
1/21/2012.  

 
 
 

2.5.4b 290 Mulberry Street, New York, 2007 
Another example of the linear transformation occurs in the SHoP Architects' 

studio with the digital fabrication of the masonry facade of 290 Mulberry 

Street, New York. The brick-like pattern is generated with scripting where a 

mold is created using a digital mill to fabricate a template for the facade. 

Notice the facade is repetitious in a side to side wave manipulation. This 

differs from the previous project in that the brick layers are not rotated on the 

axis to provide a substantial support. Instead, it is the layering and mold 
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injection that holds the tessellation. Once the mold is casted, the masonry (in 

liquid form) is casted into the mold and set for curing. This type of facade 

begins to expand the barriers of construction to a single skin building in that it 

raises the level of sophistication of surface, tile, and spatial order. 

 

 
Figure 2.5.4i, 290 Mulberry Street, New York, 2007. SHop Architects,  source: 
http://designbelt.tumblr/post/178077292, accessed 1/12/2011.  
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Figure 2.5.4j, 290 Mulberry Street, New York, 2007. SHop Architect, source: http://prjctns/wordpress.com/page/3/, 
accessed 1/12/2011 
 
 

2.5.4c BMW Welt, Coop Himmelb(l)au, 2007 
In the handling of larger surfaces with larger spans across the median, 

tessellation enables an immense array of possibilities to be connected to the 

surface by subdividing it into little parts at various angles. These angles can 

be connected with smaller joints at opposing angles or parallel to continue to 

curvature of the surface. Each component that connects to another has a 

precise moment where one joint may differ from the other only to meet the 

parametric system. In the BMW Welt by Coop Himmelb(1) au, the surface 

hugs the interior and funnels to a center point in a spiral condition. The 

surface is composed of a structural grid system where the panels are 
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carefully placed in a triangulated placement. "The panels are halved, then 

triangulated to work with the geometry of the cone and the flat glass panes. At 

a visual and material level, this tiling strategy smoothly synthesizes the 

dynamic structural surface of the roof and double cone."66 This is just one of 

the ways tessellation is integrated with digital fabrication as a means for 

spatial recognition and patterns generative form.  

 

 
Figure 2.5.4k, BMW Welt, Coop Himmelb(l)au, Munich, Germany, 2007.  http://www.dezeen.com/2007/10/03/bmw-
welt-by-coop-himmelblau-2/, accessed 8.15/2011. 

 
 
 

																																																								
66	Iwamoto,	L.	(2009).	Digital	Fabrications:	Architectural	and	Material	Techniques.	New	York:	Princeton	Architectural	
Press.	p40.	
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Figure 2.5.4l, BMW Welt, Coop Himmelb(l)au, Munich, Germany, 2007, http://www.archdaily.com/29664/bmw-welt-
coop-himmelblau/bmw-welt-5772/, accessed 8.15/2011. 
.		

 
 
 

2.5.4d West Coast Pavilion, Atelier Manferdini, 2007 
Another project that takes tessellation to a higher level of complexity is found 

in the West Cost Pavilion by Atelier Menferdini. This type of skin or facade is 

based on a triangulated base that supports the exterior skin that transforms 

its geometric scalability. The project is considered, according to Iwamoto, to 

be "the most comprehensive digital fabrication projects because it uses a 

variety of tools to make the layered enclosure. The base structure is a 

diamond-shaped lattice made of MDF, cut with a CNC router from 2D 

AutoCAD templates." The light skin is a composition of scales that fit into the 

larger triangulated base. These scales are scaled in a fractal projection from 

small to large at interchangeable moments along the surface. Points of 
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connections are elaborated at slice interventions where the excess ribbons 

are subjects to a secondary control system where is captures lights. It is as if 

the skin is peeling from it surface, giving a third dimensionality from the base 

to the exterior skin.  

 
 

 
Figure 2.5.4m, West Coast Pavilion, Atelier Manferdini, 2006. Atelier Manferdini, source: 
http://www.domusweb.it/en/architecture/the-diagonal-skin/, accessed 7/35/2011. 
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Figure 2.5.4n, West Coast Pavilion, Atelier Manferdini, 2006. Atelier Manferdini, source:  
http://www.xymara.com/inmyx/index/inmyx508/act-200805-merletti.htm, accessed 12/2/2011. 
 
 
 
These projects are just a few that show the use of tessellation in a generative 

pattern formation. The arrangement of formal structure and geometric 

connections determines the spatial condition of its host into the surrounding 

environment. Patterns have the tendency to test the extensions of a surface 

beyond its function and strength in a way that fosters more sophistication and 

self-sustainment. It can resolve complex surfaces where rigidity cannot. 

Tessellation has the advantage of structural connection with the dynamic 

components of various sizes as a means to communicate action and reaction.  

 

The next set of generative patterns where components respond to one 

another in scale and transformation are concerned with parametric patterns. 

These patterns are connected in the discourse of architecture as a means to 

communicate, distribute, simulate spatial and connect social conditions of the 

whole. Patterns also have a tendency to evolve from a ruled surface and a 
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general condition to transform into a new function at the end of its cycle. In 

parametric patterns, a new dataset is abstracted from the surface to serve as 

a medium between the exterior and the controlled interior space. It also has 

the ability to promote geometric deformations that diffuse the original form to 

a more radical differentiation. 

 

Complexity and functionality are met with rationality and reality when 

parametric patterns are applied to a surface through a means of algorithmic 

assembly. When a surface is divided into segments through the use of digital 

software such as Rhino and Grasshopper, the user can strategically 

manipulate the surface with a component base driven layer and populate its 

surface. The condition that results is based on the limitations of the structure 

and grid assembly. In Zaha Hadid design for Civil Courts, Madrid, an adaptive 

response to the environment is the driving force of the component population 

along the surface. Along the surface, each component is slightly different from 

the other where there is a slight hood casting over the aperture to control the 

degree of UV light from entering the interior. Each component is transformed 

according to the degree of projects as an adaption reaction to earlier case 

studies. This gradual simulation of light deflection along the interior of the wall 

reverts to a geometric transformation. Patterns of this organization perform as 

an adaptive registration of the structural base to perform as a self-sustaining 

element. It is through this drive that patterns function as a primary condition 

for spatial relations.  
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2.5.5 Conclusion 
	
The transitional exploration of pattern re-generative forms reveals a 

connective reality between structure, material, and network systems to satisfy 

changing conditions. Patterns in architecture determine a value of 

relationships between spatial conditions and cultural systems whether it is a 

social, religious, or general practice. They have the ability to resolve complex 

issues along a structure or surface that would otherwise be limited to the X 

and Y coordination. It is more than an ornamental or decorative system but a 

constructive and adaptable system that responds to the environment as a 

collective series. We know that patterns can take on a whole identity from its 

counterpart, determining the end result. Lessons learned from all three 

pattern studies will connect the final design research with a pragmatic 

approach to design and assembly, using core concepts of pattern generation.  
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CHAPTER III 

DESIGN RESEARCH 

  

3.1 Morpho-Ecogenetic 
 

3.1.1 Define Morpho-Ecology 
 
This is a system that develops from more than defined collective dynamic 

conditions that emanate from one condition to another by perception and 

interaction of the subject. This study is a two-step synthesis; processes of 

component systems (i.e., photosynthesis, exchange of CO2 for Oxygen) and 

the morpho-ecological design investigating the physical structure both internal 

and external that will drive the overall design to an alternative model for a 

sustainable device. Morpho-ecological is the investigation through inherited 

dynamics that explore the "instrumental process…where making form and 

function less of a dualism and more of a synergy that aspires to integral 

design solutions and an alternative model for sustainability."67 Exploring 

membranes of organic compounds can identify systems that could achieve a 

dynamic skin/device that could increase material performance, organization, 

and structure. 

  

 The intention is not to define a system in a static reality but to integrate a 

system that inherits the nature of organic complexities and connotation of 

design, process, and structure while adapting to any practical solution. This 

																																																								
67	Hensel,	M.,	&	Menges,	A.	(2008).	Versatility	and	vicissitude.	London:	Wiley.	
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begins as an exploratory of research and experimentations that investigate 

the interactive techniques found in the developmental process of nature and 

organization. This then poses new questions, such as "what mechanical 

systems can compare with the complexity, reflexivity, and responsive 

refinement of plants?" Is it the environment or mechanical assemblies, the 

resultant of the system? Can new material formation be interwoven into the 

design without sacrifice of sustainability? The basis of this exploration lies in 

the continual development in morphogenesis; where all things considered 

nature have fundamental component(s) that drive its ordered design. 

Furthermore, the performance of spatial order and materiality are the pivotal 

forces of morphogenesis. That said, the realities of architecture can be 

enhanced through a morpho-ecological approach because "…it provides 

models and processes for creation of artificial systems that are designed to 

produce forms and complex behavior…and real intelligence" 68  

 
 

3.2  Emerging Materials 
 
Engineered materials have the ability to increase strength, performance, 

stability, and functionality that gives the architect/engineer the tool for multiple 

applications. This section will focus on the properties, test, and function of the 

material; polyurethane. This is an attempt to use a material for fabricated and 

flexible processes that could be used for other systems such as biomimitics, 

double facades, and structural components. Once the material undergoes the 

																																																								
68	Hensel,	M.,	Menges,	A.,	&	Weinstock,	M.	(2004).	Emergence:	morphogenetic	design	strategies.	London:	Wiley‐Academy.	
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testing, the next series of investigations will include the matrix of reinforced 

fibers to enhance the potential of the polymer. The idea is to integrate several 

fiber types that could simulate a dynamic system that mimics the process of 

morpho-ecology.   

 

3.2.1 Polyurethane (the base material) 
 
Polyurethane is a compound of thermal-dynamic and elastic, primarily 

controlled by the temperature change which affects its performance in 

strength, flexibility, and “healing.” The composition of polyurethane contains a 

structure that often mimics nature as an extract and contract system. If pulled 

in one direction, it has the properties to return to its original state, regardless 

of its tensile force and pressure. This material has the potential to be used in 

various applications for thermal, structural, and flexible systems. The material 

can be adjusted to be molded through the following technical methods; 

injection, molding, CNC, and material manipulation.  

 

This research will include the investigation of polyurethane as a productive 

material through various test phases. Experiments will test the strength and 

performance of polyurethane as a virgin material before additional material is 

applied. The idea is that once the reinforced fibers are introduced, further 

testing will be examined and then applied to an external “skeleton” for 

operational use as a lightweight assembly. Several fibers will be selected 

during the fabrication process to increase the durability and performance of 
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the material; cotton, corn flour, and bamboo fiber. These fibers will be applied 

in a way that mimics nature’s biogenesis process through engineering 

approaches that will potentially increase the plasticity, deformation, strength, 

elongation, and stability.  

 

Polyurethanes, or Thermal Polyurethanes (TPUs), were selected because of 

their properties and structure that allow flexibility and durability. 

Polyurethanes are copolymers that are composed two segments, hard and 

soft. These segments regulate different types of properties that articulate the 

material’s density, strength, and elongation. The soft segment is a linear long-

chain diol that “…contributes to the high extension and elastic recovery.”69 

The hard segment consist of “…diisocyanate and chain extender molecules” 

70 where it is responsible for strength and modulus in the composition. These 

two segments are incompatible, containing opposing properties that react in 

phase separation.  Here, PU is bonded because of the hydrogen forces 

between these urethane groups. It is said to have strong interactions between 

the hard segments (long and short), leading to strong attraction from one 

domain to another. Again, the soft segments are responsible for elongation 

and recovery, giving the material its “…flexible and elastomeric property while 

responding to a low softening temperature.” 71 PU are also “…materials [that] 

are characterized by high impact resistance, stiffness, and other structural 

																																																								
69	Finnigan,	B.,	Martin,	D.,	Halley,	P.,	Truss,	R.,	&	Campbell,	K.	(2004).	Morphology	and	properties	of	thermoplastic	
polyurethane	nanocomposites	incorporating	hydrophilic	layered	silicates.	Polymer	45	,	2249‐2260.	
70	Kwon,	J.‐Y.,	Yoo,	H.‐J.,	&	Kim,	H.‐D.	(2001).	Effect	of	Chemical	Structure	on	the	Properties	of	UV‐cured	Polyurethane	
Acrylates	Films.	Fiber	and	Polymers	,	141.	
71	Kwon,	J.‐Y.,	Yoo,	H.‐J.,	&	Kim,	H.‐D.	(2001).	Effect	of	Chemical	Structure	on	the	Properties	of	UV‐cured	Polyurethane	
Acrylates	Films.	Fiber	and	Polymers	,	141.	
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strength properties similar to nylon and other engineering thermoplastics.”72 

These properties are; furthermore, isotropic and fulfill exfoliation when the 

copolymers are attracted to the silicate surface and others are not. The hard 

segments continue to play an important role not only for their strength, but for 

their “…ability to crosslink (hydrogen bonding) and provide a filler-like 

reinforcement to the soft segments.”73 This critical role is due to intense 

research and developments of polymers that have improved from poor 

thermal stability and mechanical properties. It once retained a poor heat-

resistance and opaqueness that would limit the material use in structures, 

especially in buildings.74  

 
 

3.2.2 Experiment 
	

3.2.2a Materials 
PU was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Product 81367; Fluka, St. Louis, MO), 

dimethylacetamide (Texas Tech, Industrial Engineering Lab), and cotton 

fibers (fine threaded from Texas Tech, the Textile Engineering Department , 

Lubbock, TX). 

 

3.2.2b Preparation and Method 
Material was prepared by extracting dimethylacetamide from the container 

into a glass beaker. For the first take, only 9 wt% (10ml (5g)) of solution of 

																																																								
72	Bonk,	H.	W.,	Chen,	A.	T.,	&	Ehrlich,	B.	S.	(1989).	Thermoplastics	Polyurethanes	wit	High	Glass	Transition	Temperatures.	
Midland:	United	States	Patent.	
73	Finnigan,	B.,	Martin,	D.,	Halley,	P.,	Truss,	R.,	&	Campbell,	K.	(2004).	Morphology	and	properties	of	thermoplastic	
polyurethane	nanocomposites	incorporating	hydrophilic	layered	silicates.	Polymer	45	,	2249‐2260.	
74	Feng,	X.,	Yusheng,	S.,	&	Shuhuai,	H.	(2005).	Synthesis	and	Performance	of	Transparent	Casting	Polyurethane	Resin.	
Journal	of	Wuhan	University	of	Technology	,	24‐28.	
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dimethylacetamide (DMAc), was used at 165°C. The beaker was placed over 

the warmer and then 10 pellets of PU (0.113g) were added to the solvent 

(same amount). This method continued for the next sample, one with fiber 

and one without. The second and third take consisted of 9 wt% of DMA and 

.5g of PU into the glass beaker at 50°C, stirred by hand.  

 

The amount of solvent is determined by the ratio of PU samples and volume 

of mold (50.8mm x 12.7mm x .2mm) to be delivered. There is said to be about 

.7g of PU available for 5 samples, however, the first and second samples will 

use 0.5g and the third will use about 1g (total for 4 samples). If we take the 

polymer and divide it by solvent of 5 wt% [6], this will set up the initial 

foundation. The equation is as follows: 

   0.05w = 0.7g (PU) 

 

          w = 0.7g = 14g (of DMAc required to use for 5 wt%) 

    0.05 

 

For the purpose of this experiment, the value of solvent used was measured 

in multiples of 5ml. 5ml of solvent equals 2.5g and 10ml of solvent equals 5g. 

To determine the wt%, based on the value of solvent used for the mixture, the 

following equation was used: 

 

  Polymer  = 0.5  *  100% = 9 wt% (wt/wt or wt%) 
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  Sol     5.5  

 

In the first take (sample A-1, A-2), only 0.113g (10 pellets of PU) was used in 

the mixture. User poured pellets into solvent (9 wt% (10ml (5g)) of solution of 

DMAc), in a glass beaker, over a warmer at 165°C. The PU was mixed by 

hand for about 5 min. until the solvent has dissolved in the PU. Once the PU 

had successfully dissolved, the mixture was immediately and slowly poured 

into the aluminum mold (50.8mm x 12.7mm x .2mm). The total weight of 

mixture is now 5.5g, in the mold sitting on a warmer at 50°C for the next 3 

hours. Solvent was slowly evaporated in a contained space, no vacuum.  

 

In the second take, there was an increase amount of PU from 0.113g to .5g 

using 9 wt% of DMAc in a glass beaker. The pellets were added to the beaker 

during the stirring process of DMAc over the warmer at 65°C. The mixture 

was stirred at 5 minute intervals for the next 70 minutes until the PU was 

completely dissolved. The contents were then poured into the aluminum mold 

(50.8mm x 12.7mm x .2mm) and a glass Petri dish. These samples (B-1, B-2) 

had cotton fibers; one placed in a matrix dimension and the other parallel.  

The aluminum mold was placed on a warmer at 65°C for 3 hrs. and then 

turned off to sit over night (12 hrs.). The samples were then removed, no 

vacuum. 
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In the third and final take (the next day), the PU pellets (1g) were added to 9 

wt% (20ml) of DMAc solution in a glass beaker. The contents and beaker 

were placed over a warmer at 50°C and stirred by an automated stirrer (Cole 

Dalmen), at 200rpm. The mold (empty) was placed in an oven to be 

preheated to 165°C for 30 minutes. The PU was dissolved in the solvent after 

90 minutes prior to casting in aluminum mold (50.8mm x 12.7mm x .2mm). 

The PU with fibers and without was removed from the mold after 24 hrs. in a 

controlled environment, no oven and no vacuum. 

 
Processed Images 
 

 
Mixture         Prepping mold     Surfacing mixture 
 

 
Pouring mixture 
 

 
Final surfacing        Final casting 
 
Figure 3.2.2a, Dissolving, heating, and casting polyurethane into mold. Assiting in casting is Drake Do. 
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Sample A-1,                      Sample A-1    Sample A-2 

Figure 3.2.2b, polyurethane results with two with cotton fibers and the last without . 
 
 

3.2.3 Results and Discussions 
 

3.2.3a Mixture and Casting 
The time and different variables were measured in the casting solvent 

method.  

From the first sample to the last, the dissolving time decreased due to the 

temperature increase and volume of solution. The study suggests that by 

increasing the volume of solution and dissolving time, casting was 

compromised due to an increased amount of as air bubbles. The third 

samples took the longest to dissolve because of its volume levels and low 

temperature ratio, increasing the vulnerability to humidity but decreasing air 

bubbles, viscosity, and curing time.  

 

The third samples with air bubble were the resultant of little to no heat for 

curing period. There were little to no heat to allow the bubbles to rise to the 
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top of the surface. Bubbles could have been eliminated if the solution had 

been vacuumed before casting. Another reason why there are bubbles is that 

the mold might be “…sensitive to moisture before curing, and the presence of 

moisture may be produce bubbles and retard or spoil the cure of the 

material.” 75  

 

3.2.3b Mechanical Testing 
The PU and the blend with fibers were tested using an Instron machine. 

Using ASTM Standard D412-06ae2, the requirement is to allow 25mm 

between the clamps and have at least 12.5 mm held firmly in the clamps, on 

both ends. When the material was securely clamped on both ends, pressed 

by the foot pedals, below, then the data was inputted into the computer.  For 

sample A-2, dimensions of 50.8mm x 12.5mm x 0.16mm with a 25mm/sec 

tensile force applied. After 17. 2 minutes, the sample broke, but not dead 

center. The material began to experience a tear in the upper right corner of 

the clamp, indicating that the material elongation is under too much pressure 

to a point where it cannot repair itself. Once the hole was created, it took less 

than 1 minute before the sample broke. As indicated in Figure 3.2.3f, it took 

0.014kN of force before the point of breakage, stretching from 25mm (1in) to 

136.594mm (5.4in). In sample C-2, a dimension of 50.8mm x 12.6mm x 

0.57mm with fiber was tested.  This sample took a little longer with more 

force, 0.055kN before the sample broke. The machine records at 19.9 

																																																								
75	Delmonte,	J.,	Meadows,	G.,	&	Meadows,	P.	L.	(2004).	Process	of	Casting	a	Polyurethane	to	Form	a	Flexible	Mold.	Burbank:	
United	States	Patent.	
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minutes, while the material’s point of stretching was elongated from 25mm to 

191.717mm (7.5in). The settings to the machine were set at 25mm/sec.  

 
 

   
Same A-2, Tensil testing    After  5 minutes 
 
Figure 3.2.3a, Testing the polyurethane material with the Instron machine . 
 

   
Figure 3.2.3b, Once the machine pulls the material until  
it buckles, the result is a tear along the point where more 
 force was applied 
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Figure 3.2.3c, After testing this material, measuring results reveal that 
the material returns to it's original state an size. 
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Figure 3.2.3d, Numeric data from SAMPLE A-2, polyurethane 100%. 
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Figure 3.2.3e, Numeric data from SAMPLE C-2, polyurethane with cotton fibers. 
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Figure 3.2.3f, Charted data from SAMPLE A-2. 
 

 

Figure 3.2.3g, Charted data from SAMPLE C-2. 
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The PU with fibers showed remarkable elasticity and strength as shown in 

figure 3.2.2b. Sample C-3 (figure 3.2.3e) has characteristics that are more 

pronounced with the tensile strength that is stronger than the PU without 

cotton fibers. It can be inferred that PU with fibers begin to absorb the energy 

generated from the exerted force. As it continues to be pulled, it gets 

stronger, stretching the PU and fibers closer to each other, depressing before 

breakage. It also helps that the fibers were placed vertically and parallel to 

one another, intensifying the strength. Had the fibers been placed 

horizontally, the fibers may not have absorbed the energy applied, and have 

little to no affect on the overall structure. The question becomes, what will be 

the result of cotton fibers placed in the horizontal and in a matrix? If the fibers 

were placed in a dense matrix, would that change the overall property 

structure or would it become too stiff, causing a premature breakage? For this 

study, it is important to understand how the characterization of polyurethane 

with or without a blend, reacts to tensile forces in a controlled environment.  

 

for Approval Phase, see Appendix A. 

 

3.2.4 Conclusions 
 
The material application for simulation and fabrication is based on the 

properties of its origin and its characteristics that increase in strength and 

elongation with added fibers and process. This system must retain properties 

of a lightweight, high strength and flexibility (once a second fiber is 

introduced) that will allow for multifunctional realities; such as healing, phase-
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changing, internal and external structures, and later energy absorption and 

distribution. The PU with the use of DMAc solvent exposes various results 

when mixed together at different temperatures and speed. The first sample is 

heat to 165°C, dissolving the PU in minutes. The second two samples, take 

anywhere from 70-90 minutes, mainly because of their temperatures (50°C-

65°C) and rate of stirring (hand stir at 5 minute interval to 200 rpm in a 

automated stirrer). The pellets, oftentimes, will dissolve with a solvent at room 

temperature, however, there is considerably more time required for the PU to 

be dissolved and increasing the chances of properties changes due to 

humidity [1]. The blend (with cotton fiber) is stronger than its virgin material, 

expressing higher tensile strength and elongation. The cotton fibers offer 

more reinforcement and absorb more energy from the force of pull. This 

method of casting and testing the PU blend may permit new fibers to be 

introduced for other variable solutions for a more sustained products that 

could be used for a building skin application.  

 

Polyurethane in this context proves to be solid, strong, and flexible material 

that can be applied to any contextual condition like the double facade 

experiment. The material at times can be stretched to over 300% of its 

original size and then return to its original phase state with little to not 

degradation of the material.  The material is also transparent when all air 

bubbles are exhausted during the injection and curing stage. The results of 

this experiment indentify key components of fabrication from the polyurethane 
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pellet to the final full-scale production through its limitations, structure, and 

flexibility. The properties of the material can but beneficial for direct 

application to the exterior because it retains high thermal values (where under 

70C, the material will start to change) preventing the material to loose in 

shape and strength on any given day. When apertures are punctured through 

the material, the skin still retains its overall strength as long as it has a 

injected fiber. The next phase of this research will explore those fiber 

potentials in orientation and fabrication through the use of generative 

patterns. Like nature, patterns are the building blocks of cellular structure to 

deliver nutrients and promote growth. Patterns in this context will be the 

generative of structure formation that could potentially sustain the skin on its 

own. 

 
 

3.3  Experiments 
 
Double facades, from low-rise to high-rise structure, have maintained a 

consistent conceptual process of light and air circulation throughout the past 

50 years of development. Some facades have enhanced their functionality of 

air filtration, circulation, and light emitting variable devices; still most inherit a 

single, double, and triple pane glass, dampers, rigid/orthogonal structure, and 

a complex mechanical assembly.  This assembly continues to provide thermal 

comfort for more offices buildings but at the cost of a complex system, 

excessive joint connections, a rigid, and sometimes a non-adaptable system. 
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The experiments below are intended to challenge these complex issues by 

integrating "what we know" and "what has been done" into "what can be".  

 

The study itself, has improved from several years of development through 

construction and fabrication, operation, and self-sustaining. However; the 

notion of a double facade has maintained a rigid system that lacks in 

adaptability to a dynamic environment where glass alone cannot be solely 

responsible for thermal comfort. The test phases explored will challenge the 

way a transparent facade could be developed through the use of altering the 

material properties, ventilation process, and adaptive components. The quest 

for a ventilative facade begins at the material’s assembly and its mechanical 

and operational parts.  

 

3.3.1 Polyurethane and Magnets 
 
Two materials were employed in this investigation: (1) polyurethane for the 

external skin and (2) magnets to reduce operation and mechanical loads. The 

skin is a composition of 40% polyorganosiloxanes, 20% polyurethane (2 part 

elastomer; soft elastomer and hard elastomer) and 40% amorphorous silica. 

The magnetic assembly requires a consistent input charge (a 9V lithineium or 

power outlet source), and a Skylink MC-201 Electro-Magentic lock with an 

Otodor magnet. 

 

The polyurethane (PU), in solid bead form, is a flexible material when it is 

melted under a controlled condition (a furnace) and using himethylacetamide 
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(DMac) at 165˚C. The material becomes a liquid, then is combined with the 

prepared polyorganosiloxanes and amphorous silica purchased from 

Reynold's Plastic. The silica material, known as Dragon Skin, is a 2-part 

procedure. Part 1 is the blend of polyorganosiloxanes and amorphorous silica 

part 2 is the fast curing agent. When blending the two, a rigorous mixing 

option (a blender, mixer, or by hand) is recommended to extract the air 

bubbles produced during the initial combining method. Reducing bubbles in 

the solution will reduce product degradation and malfunctions of the material, 

especially during mechanical operation assembly. When the two solutions are 

blended, they are then combined with the chilled polyurethane (from 165˚C 

(329˚F) to 50˚C (122˚F) or less before solidification occur).  The polyurethane 

is mixed with the dragon skin in a thick, plastic container. Again, this mixture 

procedure must be done so as to eliminate all air bubbles.  

 

Solvent is then poured into a pre-fabricated mold in the 9 1/4" x 12" plastic 

container. The solvents are smoothed to ensure it covers the entire surface 

area of the container. The estimated cure time at 75˚F is 80-100 minutes. 

After 40 minutes, another additive is reinforced into the skin, a sprinkle of iron 

filings from Dowling Magnets. As the material continues to cure, the filings 

start to sink into the membrane. Once the final curing process is complete, a 

light weight polyurethane film is applied to one surface to keep additional iron 

filings from moving from the skin surface. The removal process is fast 
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because it detaches from the surface, exposing a high elasticity that can be 

stretched nearly 3x the original size and return to its original state. 

 
 
 

 
Figure 3.3.1a, Process of blending materials 
 

Figure 3.3.1b, Adding curement to blend. 

 
 

 
Figure 3.3.1c, Mold displacement and layering material evenly. 
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Figure 3.3.1d, Allow 70-90 minutes to cure at 75˚F. 

 

 
Figure 3.3.1e, Skylink MC-201 Electro-Magnet 

 
 

     
 
Figure 3.3.1f, Application of iron filings through a 2"x2" template. 

 
 

 
 
Figure 3.3.1g, Iron filings, first at 1/64" and second at 1/32". The weight of the second is twice as heavy, causing 
the skin to sink but have more attraction power. A second layer of the membrane or polyurethane film is applied to 
secured the filings. 
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The membrane is then secured on a frame where and electro-magnet is 

charged through the 9V battery, attracting the membrane close to it. At first, 

the magnet does not attract the surface due to the spatial difference of the 

magnet and the surface. The magnet was originally spaced at 6" from the 

surface. When the magnet is closer to the surface (2"), a slight to no reaction 

occurs. Then at 1", the surface begins to respond slightly, followed by a 

forced attachment. 

 
 

 
Figure 3.3.1h, Magnetic current flow diagram. source: http://www.scienceaid.co.uk/ 

 
 
In the next phase of the experiment, all material properties remain the same 

during casting and mold procedures. To increase the intensity of the attraction 

force of the surface, more iron filing needed to be embedded. One half of a 

teaspoon of iron filing was gently scattered to the surface at about a 2" 

diameter area. Once the solution is finished curing, the surface is protected 

by a polyurethane film to prevent additional loss of filings. The same magnet 

approach is defined at 6", 2", and at 1" spatial differences. At 6", the surface 
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doe not attract. At 2", the surface starts to respond but no substantial 

movement is detected. At 1", the surface does shift and attracts to the 

magnet, but at a close distance between the surface and magnet that 

simulating a movement is both inefficient and unfeasible to application. 

 
 
 

 
Figure 3.3.1i, three magnet tests. 
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Figure 3.3.1j, Magnetic current flow diagram, 1/32" filings. source: http://www.scienceaid.co.uk/ 

 

 
Figure 3.3.1k, Magnetic current flow diagram, 1/64" filings. source: http://www.scienceaid.co.uk/ 

 
 
 
The final results of the experiment as a responsive magnetic attraction show it 

to be insufficient as a moveable system. The idea for this experiment is to 

attract a transparent surface that could potentially have apertures that open 

and close, to allow air and light to pass through. The material is elastic (up to 

800%) and able to stretch, deform, and bend and then return to its original 

shape. The magnetic device’s initial use is a means to eliminate complex 

mechanical systems currently in use and to manipulate air circulation 

throughout the cavity. The skin, a composition of polyurethane, 

polyorganosiloxanes and amorphorous silica have an R-value of 1-5, a tensile 

strength at 5-8, and a elongation of 800%. The thicker the material, the higher 
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the R-value is. For this experiment, the results are comparable to a typical 

single pane glass which has an R-value of 0.85 to a Soft-Coat Low-E 

insulated glass at 3.5. In conclusion, the material acts as a good thermal 

barrier with a good R-value; however, its weight and adhesiveness poses the 

problem when it attracts to itself or another surface. The material has a high 

elastic properties, making it a premier choice as a flexible skin but it does not 

retain a solid structure or enough attraction force from surface to electro-

magnet without adding more iron filing (which will block out the visual and 

aesthetic appeal, and light transference) to sustain a strong movement from a 

positive charge to a negative.  

 

3.3.2 Polyurethane and Carbon Fiber 
 
In this next experiment, the same materials are used for the skin fabrication 

(polyurethane, polyorganosiloxanes, and amorphorous silica) with two 

additional additives; (1) an elastic polyurethane string (pre-fabricated) and (2) 

carbon fiber graphite for reinforced strength and structure. The procedure for 

producing the skin will remain the same until the time of injection casting. In 

this phase, the material is the primary concern for developing a skin that 

could potentially sustain its own weight like glass but remain flexible. 

Moveable devices explored are secondary but investigated as a linear 

transition to manipulated possible apertures.  

 

Using the same mold system of 9 1/4" x 12" plastic dish, the solvent is poured 

into the containment. This time, there is about 1/2 more material than 
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previously with a reinforced elastomer string. When the material is evened 

throughout the surface, the string is applied to the surface in parallel 

orientation. This condition is encouraged to keep the material moving in one 

direction and increasing the elasticity over time. Once the material is layered 

onto the skin, the next phase will include the dusting carbon fiber graphite. 

The product is 87% polyester and 13% gray resistant carbon fibers. The 

carbon fibers are woven into the fabric as a diamond pattern configuration. 

The fabric is then sent to a blender where it will be granulated into a powder 

form to embed into the skin. This method allows the polyurethane and silicone 

to absorb the grains into the skin. Although there is only 13% carbon fiber, the 

idea is that the carbon fiber will hold enough electric charge throughout the 

skin so that when an electric current is sent through the skin, there will be a 

slight movement. As the skin continues to cure, a separate input charge with 

two wires (one positive and one negative) will be connected to a 9V Lithium 

battery. Once the skin has successfully cured after 2 hours, the skin is lifted 

and placed on a wax paper to prevent from sticking to the surface.  
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Figure 3.3.2a, Magnetic and or conductive nickel powder to transmit electric charges to manipulate skin movement. 
One possible case study for a responsive membrane.  

 
Figure 3.3.2b, air and light diagram of a single membrane facade with dampers in the cavity to alleviate air pressure. 
This is one scenario for a ventilative facade construction and a responsive external skin. 
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Figure 3.3.2c, Other possible fabrication of membrane assembly.  

 

       
 
Figure 3.3.2d, Carbon fiber with polyester. Grinded fiber and single strip.  

 
 

   
 
Figure 3.3.2e, Carbon fiber with polyester grinded 
and mixed with polyorganosiloxanes and silicone.  
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Figure 3.3.2f, Material into mold. 
 

 
 
Figure 3.3.2g, Layering of carbon fiber and polyester strips into material. 
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Figure 3.3.2h, Final assembly 
 
 
At one corner, the negative wire is attached while at opposite end, the 

positive is attached and ready for the electrical current. In the first take, 

nothing occurs. The material remains still with no indication of movement. 

Then a wire (conductive wire) is placed at a diagonal direction from one end 

of the connection to the other. The wire starts to output a charge, causing the 

material to slightly burn. This experiment is quickly abandoned due to 

potential hazards. 

  

Although the experiment did not output sufficient results that contributed to 

the movement of the skin, this study does reveal important qualities of the 

skin and the fabrication methodology. The additive, carbon fiber, has a strong 

property consisting of carbon atoms. These atoms are bonded with 
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microscopic crystals, aligned in a parallel direction to give the fiber its 

strength. The fibers are then woven and molded into a fabric or composite 

form. Carbon fiber has a high tensile strength that would allow one to drop 

several tons on the material and it will resist wear and tear. The material is 

widely used in aerospace, civil engineering, military, and other automotive 

devices. As an additive, the material can be woven into the solvent mixture to 

retrain a strong structured device. In other words, the flexible skin combined 

with carbon fiber has the potential to self-sustain its own weight and still 

remain flexible. This study would require additional time to fabricate, simulate, 

and test under desired conditions at the micro level (nanotechnology). 

Another finding as a result of the experiment is the material properties of the 

elastic string from Stretch Magic at 1mm thickness made from polyurethane 

and polyester. It has a tensile strength of 300% before the material begins to 

deform and eventually break free. This material is used in jewelry and bungee 

cord production because the material can be stretched to a point and then 

return to its original state. The down side to this material is that over a short 

period of time, the material degrades in tensile strength and it does not retain 

its original state as effectively as 100% polyurethane does. Based on these 

findings, the elastic string has the potential to be fabricated into the flexible 

skin as a pattern generative form to hold the polymer in place and act as an 

anchor from one floor to the next. This then concludes that the 

polyurethane/silicone based material will not require an internal rigid structure 

to sustain the flexible skin, keeping the membrane light weight and 
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transparent. The material can be suspended from the level above, supported 

by a frame structure as a 'box-like" module system. Due to its light weight and 

flexible properties, the membrane can easily attach to another surface and 

work as a cohesive system only when there is a secondary membrane. The 

thickness of the material will need to be thin in nature to support the 

functionality of a double facade and provide enough thermal comfort for the 

interior space. This type of design directs the research into a double skin 

facade (external skin, cavity, and interior skin). Based on the necessary 

properties of a lightweight structure, flexible system, transparent, and 

operational membrane, the facade will need a cavity to filter air from the 

exterior to interior. One solution is to develop a skin, for the exterior, that is 

thick (1/8"), 2" - 6" thick cavity, and a 1/32" interior membrane, with minimal 

mechanical devices. The last two experiments below explore the potential of 

mechanical devices that will influence the skin and aperture movement while 

maintaining a lightweight membrane ("epidermis" and "dermis"). 

 

3.3.3 Polyurethane/Silicone and Nitinol 
 
In the design experiment, two main criteria are explored to develop and 

assemble the operational function of an aperture and skin movement, 

membrane and Nitinol wire. The membrane is similar to the previous 

experiments with two different thicknesses (1/32" and 1/8"). The composition 

is made of polyorganosiloxanes and amorphorous silica aggregate with no 

additive to the blend. To influence movement, this experiment will not add 
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carbon fibers or any supportive material, because this aim is to encourage the 

membrane to move using minimal mechanical devices. Nitinol wire will act as 

the replacement to complex mechanical operations that require continual 

maintenance and have a short life time span.  

 

Nitinol wire is a shape memory alloy (SMA) or shame memory effect made of 

55% nickel and 45% titanium. It has two primary properties that shape the 

wire from a deformed stage to its original state. The first is a crystalline 

structure where the wire can be bent or deformed from its original (typically a 

straight wire) state when in cold temperature. This phase is known as Cold 

Martensitic phase, where bending/deforming occurs, pushing the molecular 

structure to a greater stress than previously. When heat is applied to the wire, 

the molecular structure responds and returns to the "remembered" default 

shape or the less stressed condition known as the Austenite structure.  

 

According to Yee Harn Teh and Rey Featherstone, Nitinol wire has two main 

types of shape effect, 

 

 "1.) One-way shape memory effect: At the martensite phase, the alloy 

can be easily stretched using an external force. After removal of the force, the 

alloy show permanent deformation. It can recover its original shape upon 

heating. Subequent cooling does not change the shape unless it is stressed 

again. 
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 2.) Two-way shape memory effect: In addition to the one-way effect, 

shape change occurs upon cooling and without applying external stress. The 

SMA usually needs to be trained to exhibit the two-way effect."76 

 

 The first description accounts for most SMA commercial types where an 

external force is required to deform the wire while heating it will return it to its 

original shape. The moment of deformation (martensitic) phase occurs at 

10,000 - 20,000psi exerted force. The bending process, again, causes stress 

in the wire as it maintains that desired shape. To recover to the original state 

of the wire, it must undergo a temperature change from 24˚C to 70˚C (for 

most commercial wires). This heating process will force the wire at 30,000psi 

to its most desired less stressed condition. The state where the less stress is 

contained, the material will reform toward that condition. This process can 

occur with "little to no indication of limited cycles."77  

 
 

																																																								
76	Teh,	Y.	H.,	&	Featherstone,	R.	(2008).	An	Architecture	for	Fast	and	Accurate	Control	of	Shape	Memory	Alloy	Actuators.	
The	International	Journal	of	Robotics	Resesarch	,	p.	2.	

77	Teh,	Y.	H.,	&	Featherstone,	R.	(2008).	An	Architecture	for	Fast	and	Accurate	Control	of	Shape	Memory	Alloy	Actuators.	
The	International	Journal	of	Robotics	Resesarch	,	p.	3.	
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Figure 3.3.3a,	Process	of	Nitinol	wire	transformation	from	Martensite	to	Austenite	phases.	
http://www.imagesco.com/articles/nitinol/03.html	p3.		

 

The intended experiment will use two Nitinol wires at 0.01" and 0.02" in 

diameter. Each wire will be trimmed to 3" in length and deformed to 

encourage aperture movement along the skin. The skin (membrane) 

fabrication methods mimic the preceding experiments, minus the 10% 

polyurethane component. The simulation of the membrane and wire is 

arranged according to the specification below. 

 

Near the aperture on the membrane, a connection is required to aid in the 

movement process. This connection is critical because it determines the 

position and direction of the aperture movement and the resistance to 

overheating and wear and tear of the membrane. It [connective device] will be 

ring-shape with flaps at the end to prevent the connection from sliding out of 

the membrane. The Nitinol wire will be bent (deformed) prior to installation 
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and attached to the ring connection on the skin and to the temporary wall 

structure for simulation purposes. Based on this research, the Nitinol wire 

requires a deformation stage before heating, otherwise no apparent change 

will occur. The wire is bent in a slight "V" direction and then heated by using a 

9V Lithium battery. When heated, the wire begins to move (or transform) into 

its original state (a straight line), pushing the membrane outward or in, 

depending on the pre-configuration of the wire.  

 

     
 
Figure 3.3.2b, Nitinol bent and woven into skin. 
 
 

   
 
Figure 3.3.2c, Clamps attached. Before wire is charged. 
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Figure 3.3.2d, Electric charge sent through wire. Causing the skin 
to radically change as the wire returns to its default settings. The  
force caused the skin to wrinkle and the clamps to flip before snapping free. 
 
This test phase was applied to both wire types with a slight difference. The 

applied force of the wire at 0.02" had twice as much force, exerting the 

membrane in a rapid response. The 0.01" wire movement was more gentle 

but overheated faster than the thicker wire because the wire draws in the 

electrical current until the source is eliminated. The 0.01"d wire began to 

overheat, causing the connections and membrane to become hot and 

eventually burn or melt. The 0.02" was more ideal except it required more 

time to cool, by several seconds. However, the main issue with this 

experiment was the lack of ability to return the wire to the "V" configuration. A 

Nitinol wire requires an external force of 10,000 - 20,000psi to bend. The 

cooling process does not reshape the wire, so it remains flat, making this 

experiment non-applicable to aperture movement. Therefore, this mechanical 

operation cannot be used unless there is an applied external force every time 

the wire cools to recover the "V" shape. 
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The findings in this experiment deliver insightful results and a comprehensible 

outlook on polyorganosiloxanes, amorphous silica, and SMA as a possible 

material for rapid movement based on certain derivative outcomes. The 

membrane remains the same because of its flexibility, fabrication, and 

resistance to external elements such as moisture, wind, and environmental 

corrosion. The membrane can easily attach to another surface with minimal 

disturbances to the external structure. The primary concerns from this 

experiment are the connections from membrane to wire and the wire 

configuration once it passes through the austenite phase. The results 

determined that Nitinol is a strong, resistant, and "memory" shape material 

but it will always require an external force to initiate the Martensitic phase. 

However, if the wire were to be trained to a desired configuration like in this 

experiment and changed to a smaller scale version of the "V" direction, then 

the wire movement might resemble an expansion/contraction assembly. This 

procedure would require additional resources and time to develop this system 

that should be investigated in the future. The downside to Nitinol wire, aside 

from the external force applications, is that according to Harn and 

Featherstone, Nitinol wire is "energy inefficient, slow, and inaccurate 

responsive".78  

 

The wire requires a consistent flow of energy to return to its originals state. 

When heating it, the recovery stage will either have a rapid or slow response, 

																																																								
78	Teh,	Y.	H.,	&	Featherstone,	R.	(2008).	An	Architecture	for	Fast	and	Accurate	Control	of	Shape	Memory	Alloy	Actuators.	
The	International	Journal	of	Robotics	Resesarch	,	p.	2.	
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making the direction flow to be inaccurate that may distort the membrane and 

even rip it apart. The wire also draws in too much energy, causing it to 

overheat. Due to these disadvantages, the next experiment will use a SMA 

that responds to an electric current when activated and deactivated but will 

not overheat and it will expand and contract accordingly. In response to 

aperture movement, what if Flexinol wire were used to move the membrane 

and control the aperture size? This means that if the Flexinol is successful in 

movement application, then it might be possible to embed the wire into the 

skin as a ring that could essentially result in an "open and close" motion. If 

this occurs, then achieving aperture and skin movement would be possible, 

contributing to the ventilative facade. 

 
 

3.3.4 Polyurethane/Silicone and Flexinol 
 
This final approach to developing a material for a ventilative facade is 

incorporating similar material (polyorganosiloxanes, amorphous silica, and 

platinum-siloxane and/or Polyurethane) with Flexinol wire. The idea of this 

method is to eliminate complex systems such as joints, connections, and rigid 

structure and use little material in the process. This facade will be composed 

of two components; (1) the skin (exterior and interior) and (2) the cavity 

(location of the Flexinol wire and filtration system. 

 

The first is the exterior and interior skin composed of a silicon mesh (platinum 

silicone from Reynold's Plastic). The process of fabrication involves a two-part 
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system of a silicone rubber (polyorganosiloxanes, amorphous silica, and 

platinum-siloxane) mixed with fast curing agent (polyorganosiloxanes and 

silica amorphours). The two are mixed within 8 minutes of exposure to the 

environment, rigorously until both turn into an opaque mixture. During the 

mixing process, air bubbles must be eliminated to deter from excessive curing 

and degradation of final material over time. Mixing ensures all air bubbles are 

moved. Once both solvents are mixed, they are poured into a cast for 4 hours 

in room temperature (75˚F). The cast can be any form as long as the surface 

is cleaned and applied with a mold releasing agent (petroleum , stoddard, 

trimethylated silica, and silicone polymer blend) to ensure that the material 

will remain intact prior to removal.  

 

After the material has solidified, the removal process is quick and simple. The 

material should be cured, depending on the thickness, within 4 hours. At the 

end of the mold, careful attention to peeling is required so that no punctures 

occur. Once the removal begins, the remaining process will go faster. Upon 

contact of the skin, the surface has a cohesive texture, similar to saran wrap, 

so the material will begin to cling to itself and not to other objects. Careful 

placement is key when determining the final layout for surface development. 

The material is place on a module component where it will undergo further 

assembly using Flexinol wire to move the aperture.  
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The next stage will require the use of Flexinol wire to move the aperture to 

enhance the ventilation process instead of using complex machines to 

maneuver the opening. Flexinol wire is a smart alloy metal or shape memory 

alloy (SMA) where the metals will change shape when heated and return to 

its original shape and size upon cooling. The wire can be heated by sending 

an electrical current through it on command and then turned off. When the 

wire is heated, it will expand its shape from 3% to 5%. In most cases, these 

wires act like muscles where it expands as it is heated and contracts when it 

is cooled. Their change in length is small but when applied to larger levy 

devices, the wire eliminates the complicated servo component that would 

otherwise lead to more maintenance on the skin. Ideally, the wire would be 

attached to either the skin directly, the flexible wire, or component so that the 

skin would move.  

 

In the figure (3.3.4a and 3.3.4b) below, several options reveal the 

connections from wire to skin. The first image shows how the wire can be 

woven into a closed curve where the wire will either be rested in the loop or 

secured tightly. In either case, the wire does not allow enough room for error 

or leverage. The Flexinol wire must be surely attached to the surface to 

proceed with this process. The wire is then attached to a conductive wire 

where the electrical charge will take place. When the wire is attached to an 

electrical charge, it is important not to exceed the wire's temperature to 

prevent from overheating. The wire used has a .01in, linear resistance of 
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150om and strength force up to 150grams. On average, this wire will deform 

its shape from 3% - 5%. There are thinner wires but their heating time is 

increased and exposure to heat will cause automatic failure in connection. 

Wires in excess of 0.02in. can resist more heat and inherit more strength 

force but they are harder to heat and cool. Their extract/contracting times may 

be one minute and they heat up to 90˚C.  

 

    
 

     
 
Figure 3.3.4a, Fabrication process of EcoFlex, a primary silicone rubber based material. 
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Figure 3.3.4b, Blend and pour into mold procedure. 
 
 

     
 
Figure 3.3.4c, Even out the material until the surface is even. Cure time is 4 hours. 
 
 
Upon application of Flexinol wire to the silicone surface, the wire did not 

respond well enough to encourage an "open" movement both in vertical or 

horizontal directions. The material has a greater density throughout the 

surface causing a harder resistance to linear transformation. When the wire is 

activated, the surface moves less than 0.05%, giving no real results to an 

aperture reaction. Because of this condition, the material does not permit 

enough allowance to for the skin to respond. Wire sizes from 0.003 - 0.01in. 

do not emit enough deformation to move the aperture. If the wire diameter is 

increased, then the wire will move greater than 5% but will cause excessive 

heat in excess of 90˚C, resulting in melting the silicon/polyurethane and other 

neighboring attachments. Higher diameter wires have a lower resistance but 

draw in more power, hence the reason for the excessive heating. Most 

Flexinol wires take up to 1 second to heat and contract and its pulling sources 
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vary depending on the diameter of the wire.  In most cases, using wires that 

are 0.003 - 0.01in. are best suited for smaller objects because they can heat 

up quickly and then loose heat in less than 1 second with little to no damage 

to the surface. The power source for this experiment required a 9V battery 

MAX to prevent the wire from overheating. Typically, the Flexinol wire will 

draw more power than most SMA (about 300mA). In this experiment, using a 

9V battery successfully activated the wire but if the charge is left on, then the 

wire will begin to overheat, causing the wire to turn red and then split apart. 

The wire was clamped to two metal ends where conductive wire met the 

battery.  

 

 
 
Figure 3.3.4d, Assembly of Flexinol wire attached to membrane and its aperture. When charged, the Flexinol moves. 
It is more successful when the Flexinol is not in contact of the membrane. Membrane has an adhesive element to its 
surface. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 3.3.4e, Flexinol at stationary position, sample B. 
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Figure 3.3.4f, Electric charge sent through wire. It moves about 5%, sample B. 
 
 

     
 
Figure 3.3.4g, This time the Flexinol wire is embedded into the membrane but the results are not significant. Material 
begins to heat up, sample A 
 
 
The result findings reveal that the wire does move according to the specs but 

lacks efficiency and torque to move the silicone surface. When a charge was 

sent through the wire, the Flexinol either moved away from the object or 

absorbed the charged until it turned red, splitting in the center. From this 

experiment, the findings show that the material used is not optimum for this 

condition because the polyorganosiloxanes, amorphous silica, and platinum-

siloxane resist the movement of the wire, opposing the aperture movement. 

What is known is that the wire can pull 150 grams of material as long as the 

material has a low thickness, adhesive, and some rigidity to the surface. The 

material explored has an 800% elasticity with no rigid or structure assembly. 

The material must have an injected reinforced fabric that allows the material 
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to have some structure while sustaining a moderate elasticity for flexible 

movement.  

 

Another reason why this experiment did not work was that the wire tends to 

overheat, causing the wire to turn red and eventually splitting in two. The wire 

itself will cause the metal components attached to the skin to either melt or 

burn, collapsing the skin altogether. This happens almost within 20 - 30 

seconds before the end wire components cool.  

 

In turn, using silicone or polyurethane is still ideal for a light-weight, double 

facade system as long as the conditions are favorable. Complex wires such 

as Nitinol and Flexinol are intriguing materials and should be used with 

material that can sustain the heat to 90˚C and more. Silicone is a material that 

can stretch beyond its original size (from 300-1000%) and return to its original 

state. It has multiple uses in medical, scientific, biomimetics, and engineering 

professionals that prove to be valuable in practice. Although it has proven 

challenging in this research, it does have the ability to change the way 

architecture is practiced through an aesthetic insulation and multi-functional 

use. The double façade, or ventilative facade in this case, determines that the 

use of silicone as an alternative to glass. It does require additional research 

and data analysis to understand the material properties and its response to 

both the mechanical and natural environment.  
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3.4 Conclusion 
 
The practice of biomimicry in architecture as a functional, structural, and 

aesthetic component continues to reveal new findings for complex and simple 

systems such as facades, structure, materials, etc. In the case of ventilative 

facade, mimicking nature from the anatomy of a leaf to integrating algorithms 

in the skin simulation, orientation, apertures, and structure are a few of what 

biomimicry challenges, or better yet, morpho-ecology. Understanding how a 

leaf processes light for energy is a complex undertaking that cannot easily be 

applied to a building, let alone a facade. However, what is intriguing about 

nature is that she functions as a whole where one component relies on 

another to survive. For example, a sunflower cannot survive without 

pollination. An insect cannot survive without the nutrients of plants and 

animals. Large mammals cannot survive without air produced from plans and 

nutrients they consume. Everything is connected, there is no isolation. Why, 

then, should architecture have separate components that function 

independently of structure, material, operation, circulation, ventilation, and 

social connection?  

 

In architecture, the facade is one of the most important components of a 

building envelop because it protects the occupants, filters the exterior 

environment to the interior, and determines the building's identity. This 

research explores double facades types to understand its fundamentals of 

design, operation, structure, and application. This is not an investigation that 
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challenges the model of a double facade, but rather an experiment that re-

examines the potentials of a facade that enhances the ventilation process 

with new materials in mind. Morpho-ecology is the premise for this research 

because it examines how nature responds to the environment while 

mimicking its functions as a [process].  

 

In developing an intelligent building skin that improves cross-ventilation, 

aperture simulation is a design criterion, for this research, to improve 

ventilation that responds to certain conditions. The aperture design and 

function stems from mimicking leaf structures from the macro to the micro. At 

micro level, stomata are the subject of interest because of their ability to 

adapt to the environment and contract/expand its pore-like structure. The idea 

for this intelligent building skin is developing a responsive system where the 

apertures open and close, similar to the stomata. Before this process can 

take place, several things are at play that make that process possible; from 

the swelling of cellular walls to the exchange of gasses, they all rely on one 

another to perform under intense conditions. Indentifying the components that 

make the cellular wall swell is key to determining how the aperture on the skin 

might function. Therefore, investigating new materials that are flexible and 

responsive could be one solution to designing a ventilative facade. 

 

As the research transcends from nature to patterns, mathematics dominates 

the discussion as a connector of processes in nature to structure. Logic, 
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algorithms, algebraic, formulas, proportions all have a fundamental role in 

development or growth, whether or not that system identifies it or not, like 

nature. The sunflower is the perfect example of mathematic integration for its 

developmental process, proportion, and organization. It’s clear that nature 

develops by using minimal resources, in the most sufficient way possible. 

Upon examining the core of the sunflower, our visual perception of the pollen 

buds appears like a geometric generative form. A closer look reveals its 

organization in a proportional system, integrating the Fibonacci sequence and 

the Golden Spiral rule to displace the compacting pattern. However, it is 

interesting how nature can be so precise in its action and still remain efficient 

and sustainable even though it may not be using mathematical logic. 

 

The emergence of nature and generative pattern study is the driver of this 

research as the conceptual and operational device of the design experiment. 

The focus of this ventilative facade is the exploration of new materials and 

aperture movement. Therefore, material science allows this research to 

expand into new materials that may simulate nature's response to changing 

conditions. These conditions might include changing texture, shape, structure, 

and aperture operation and movement. Through the test phases and 

manipulations, the results did not conclude a solid solution but it did initiate 

possible membranes that could be applied to a facade. This study in material 

science is essential because it connects architects, designers, engineers, and 

consultants with the fundamentals of material properties and structure that 
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would otherwise be ignored. It also determines its limitations of structure, 

chemical reactions, and responses to neighboring devices and/or 

membranes.  

 

For this discussion, only three types of materials are explored because of the 

compound, elasticity, durability, and strength; these are polyorganosiloxanes, 

polyurethane, and amorphous silica. The combinations of these materials, if 

applied to the exterior component of a facade, should be able to resist 

weather conditions and excel in performance. Polyurethane, specifically, 

continues to be used on a wide variety of products from a laminate on a deck 

(waterproofing) to a plastic bumper on a car or the interior of a 747 jet. The 

point is that this material has a molecular structure to resist stress and 

erosion while protecting its intended occupant. Silicon is also an investigated 

material mainly due to is extreme flexibility that can span over a larger surface 

with minimal degradation over an extended period of time. The experiment 

blends the material to enhance its properties to promote an adaptive 

response to movement, aperture, and shape memory alloys (SMA). 

 

This research investigates two types of SMA to influence aperture and 

membrane movement to promote ventilations with few parts, materials, 

waste, maintenance, and even construction cost (long term). The two types 

are Nitinol and Flexinol where they have distinctive properties currently used 

in the medial, engineering, and technical professions. The material can be 
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shaped to fit a variety of structures and applications including bars, springs, 

rings, joints, pulleys, and etc. The applications of SMA continue to expand as 

either a replacement or an additive to an existing component that would 

otherwise limit its productivity. The extent of its limitations and potentials still 

require an extensive investigation that could replace the traditional complex 

system into a simplified and intelligent component, reducing work load, and 

increase efficiency.  

 

See Appendix B for a proposed ventilative facade that could potential include 

SMAs and a flexible skin. 

 

To conclude, nature, patterns, smart materials, and SMAs are the foundation 

of design to fabrication and simulation in architecture, specifically facades. To 

facilitate a more responsive and sustainable facade, new materials must be 

explored to increase ventilation and thermal comfort while decreasing 

material use, mechanics, maintenance, waste, and energy consumption. This 

research investigates different approaches of material manipulation for a 

facade while integrating apertures and SMAs (for mechanical movement). 

Although no final solution was conceived, the experiments conducted give a 

guideline for enabling further research to be applied to smart material for 

membrane and apertures (to replace dampers and increase ventilation). 

Further research in smart materials and SMA is required to implement better 

design and mechanical control to improve aperture movement and response 
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time. Currently, the experiments have low response time that made this 

procedure inefficient. With future time, collaboration, and funding, I hope to 

expand this research to a full scale simulation with a material and mechanical 

configuration that will be the foundation to an innovative ventilative facade. 
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APPENDIX A 

APPROVAL PHASE 
 
New and improved materials for building applications are required by federal 

law to go through a rigorous process from the International Code Council 

Evaluation System (ICC-ES, for material approval) International Building 

Code (IBC, for application), and then the regional building code (code is 

different for each state).  The main focus of this research is to  understand the 

review submission, approval, and review process for all new material.   

 

Step 1: Application 

Apply for the ICC-ES application form. The form must be filled with the 

required fee. It is recommended to apply for approval immediately, before 

actual building commence. The board will go through an evaluation process, 

determining the nature of the product and seek additional data required.  

 

Step 2: Review Phase 

Once all material has been submitted, review board will begin to request the 

mandate data for processing. This phase is the longest and most difficult and 

will require the following: 

 

 Development of an acceptance criteria for your product 

 Submittal and review of test reports and other technical data 

 Development of quality documentation for your product 
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 Creation of tables and illustrations to be included 

 Obtaining the service of an inspection agency 

 A qualifying inspection of the facility where your product is 

manufactured79 

Step 3: Approval Phase 

After the long and rigorous review phase, the review board will allow ten days 

after the final submittal for changes to be adjusted. When all documents 

satisfy the board, they will draft a evaluation report to be sent to its members 

and technical staff for literature and technical content and consistency. The 

inspection agency will be notified by the review board to conduct their 

investigation and report back to the board. If the inspection return positive, 

then the board will prepare a final edit of the application and publish a detail 

document of the material in question. As the review board completes this 

task, they will notify the user by an authorizing letter and a copy of the report, 

mandating requirements set by the ICC-ES board on Rules of Procedure and 

Use. The material will remain under review and is subject to another test 

within one year.80 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

																																																								
79	ICC‐ES	(2010).	International	Code	Council.	Whittier,	CA.	
80	ICC‐ES	(2010).	International	Code	Council.	Whittier,	CA.	
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APPENDIX B 

PROPOSED VENTILATIVE FACADE TYPES 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure B.1,  Diagram of a proposed ventilative facade. This diagrams show how the skin (membrane) would be 
applied to the exterior along with additional mechanical systems including SMAs and/or magnetic fields. 
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Figure B.2,  Ventilative facade with proposed membrane and structure configuration base on pattern and material 
study. The membrane will essentially respond to the electronic device in a inward and outward direction. 
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Figure B.3,  Ventilative facade details. This is showing the assembly of the facade system and the direction 
transition of the membrane as it moves. 
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. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure B.4,  Ventilative facade patterns. Pattern configuration using an algorithmic program to determine aperture 
size and directional movement. 
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